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Publisher’s Letter

In his slim but profound book Silence: In the Age of Noise, Norwegian explorer, collector,
and publisher Erling Kagge reminds us of the importance, even the need, to carve
quiet time out of the din of our everyday lives, with the incessant soundtrack of music,
traffic noise, and smartphone rings, not only to know ourselves better, but to regain the
capacity to wonder, which silence invites. “Questions and answers, questions and answers,”
Kagge writes, “wonder is the very engine of life.” He sadly notes its disappearance in
the faces of his own children, replaced by ambition and worry, and we all sense the
diminishment of our own capacity to wonder as we age. It’s this sense of wonder we strive
to nurture here at Princeton Architectural Press, where every book responds to something
we wonder at or wonder about. Some questions seem small—what knot should I use
to tie my mattress to my car? (40 Knots and How to Tie Them)—and others humorous—
why is that man kissing a chimpanzee? (People Kissing)—but most involve creativity,
how to cultivate and boost it, whether by direct instruction (A Few Minutes of Design;
Generative Design; Observe, Collect, Draw!) or studying historical examples of great import
(Victor Lundy; Selected Works of McKim, Mead & White; or Le Corbusier Modulor Rule,
Le Corbusier’s own measuring system presented on a flexible tape measure). We also seek
to instill wonder in our growing line of children’s books (The Colorful World of Dinosaurs,
Leonardo da Vinci: Meet the Artist!, not to mention the winsome Time for Bed, Miyuki;
Good Morning, Neighbor; and Up the Mountain Path), as well as our stationery products,
Paper+Goods, whether in images of the cosmos in The Night Sky or a notebook illustrated
with the observations and hand-written wonderings of Henry David Thoreau.
Together or singly, I’m confident these latest offerings will cause you to wonder
not only at their subjects but at the beautiful books that present them.

Kevin Lippert
Publisher
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Du Bois’s
landmark
portrait of
black America

W. E. B. Du Bois’s Data Portraits
Visualizing Black America
Edited by Whitney Battle-Baptiste and Britt Rusert
V i s ua l &
p op u l a r C u lt u r e
—
October 2018
7 x 10 in / 18 x 25.5 cm
144 pp / 72 color
Hardcover
978-1-61689-706-2
$29.95 / £21.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
52995
9 781616 897062

The colorful charts, graphs, and maps presented at the 1900 Paris Exposition
by famed sociologist and black rights activist W. E. B. Du Bois offered a view
into the lives of black Americans, conveying a literal and figurative representation
of “the color line.” From advances in education to the lingering effects of slavery,
these prophetic infographics —beautiful in design and powerful in content—
make visible a wide spectrum of black experience.
W. E. B. Du Bois’s Data Portraits collects the complete set of graphics in
full color for the first time, making their insights and innovations available to
a contemporary imagination. These data portraits shaped how Du Bois thought
about sociology, informing the ideas with which he set the world ablaze three years
later with The Souls of Black Folk.
Whitney Battle-Baptiste is the director of the W. E. B. Du Bois Center at
University of Massachusetts Amherst and an associate professor in the
Department of Anthropology. She is the author of Black Feminist Archaeology.
Britt Rusert is an assistant professor in the W. E. B. Du Bois Department of
Afro-American Studies at University of Massachusetts Amherst and author of
Fugitive Science: Empiricism and Freedom in Early African American Culture.
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Part II
A series of statistical charts illustrating the
condition of the descendants of former African slaves
now resident in the United States of America

Plate 37

Designed as a proclamation in type
and image form, one of the first panels in this second series is also among the most dense. It is also
the most referential of its own creation, describing
the subject of black Americans in Georgia, but
also pointing to Atlanta University as a collective
author of the data visualizations to follow. The
vibrancy and opacity of the colors suggest the use
of gouache, a subtype of watercolor that lies down
with an opaque finish and bonds with its paper
background. This material would later be critical
to the flat and graphic visual language taught by
so-called “Swiss schools” in 1950s and 1960s
Europe and spread throughout American graphic
design education, especially via Armin Hoffman
and his former students from the Basel School of
Design . All the charts feature a strategic mix of
typographical families and styles. The principal

type here appears to be a sans-serif or grotesque
typeface which predates the twentieth century.
Closer inspection reveals that the predominant
letter style used in the charts has no curves, only
straight lines, and is more akin to lettering generated by templates designed for architectural or
engineering plans. Based on the authors’ training in
sociology rather than graphic design, it would make
sense for the Atlanta University students to have
used some templates and preexisting tools. The
residue of technical lettering is especially evident
in the lighter weights of this hand-rendered type
utilized for the French translations, considering
that the non-standard weight of heavier diacritical
marks (accents) which stand apart from the tool
used—most likely an American architectural letter
template.

Plate 15 A small array of bars chart the
increasing enrollment of black students enrolled in
public schools in Georgia. Starting with the sliver
of seven students in 1860—three years before the
emancipation proclamation—the enrollment rates

Plate 7

Highly detailed and drawn with incredible rigor, this line chart tracks the rate of population growth for both whites and blacks in Georgia
over a century of time. The black lines of the growth
rates and the red lines of the grid are too fine to be

Plate 19 Du Bois and his team generated the
greatest number of charts using the bar format.
The team was likely familiar with the originator
of this diagram type, William Playfair, a statistician who understood the power of the visual. Its

rectilinear form and linear structure are easy for
the viewer to cognitively process. Its simple style
also makes it a natural choice for a team working
under time constraints.

Plate 20

drawn with an ink brush. These delicate marks were
likely drawn with a stylographic pen. The “stylos”
featured a metal tip embedded with a fine wire to
regulate a steady flow of ink and were a popular
precursor to the nibbed fountain pen.

This map is distinct from the other
geographic maps for its spare form and succinct
communication methods. There is no key and
almost no typography beyond the title and a short
sentence explaining that the numbers represent
acres of land held by Georgia blacks. Deep in the

map is a small fragment of constructed type paired
with a circular symbol representing the city of
Macon and a hand-drawn equivalent for the capital,
Atlanta. These inconsistencies in fine detail are
further evidence of the collective authorship and
compressed timeline of their making.

Plate 8

increase exponentially before slowing to a more
gradual increase by 1897. The sober presentation
of this information enhances its impact through
minimal means.

Two multi-colored maps of the United
States vibrate with a rainbow of states rendered in
solid blocks of solid hues, tints and shades. Only
the state of Georgia stands in a rich black with

Plate 12 Reading chronologically from top to
bottom, this area chart mixes sharp and deckled
edges. On the left, a torn black color field shows
enslaved Georgians from 1790 to 1890. On the

Plate 16 No chart in the entire set is graphically as simple as this one: four monochromatic circles float in a solitary column, each slightly larger
than the previous one. There is no key, just two sets
of numbers. The first represents the year that the
data was measured, and the second represents the

number of black teachers in Georgia that year. This
is one of three rare moments when both the shape
and the typography appear in color. The overall
result reinforces Du Bois’s and Rogers’ interest in
representing an exhaustive amount of information
in an efficient and elegant way for the audience.

stark type counting the population of negroes in the
state in the year 1890. Every other state is overlaid
with numerical indices that notate the migration of
African Americans.

right, a geometrically sculpted red field charts the
rise, decline, and then rise again of the percentage
of free blacks. A very simply worded title tops the
tensely arranged visual for maximum impact.

Plate 13

The Georgia Study also captures dynamics of class and visual difference within black
culture. As a free and northern-born, globally educated, and internationally traveled scholar working
at a southern historically black college, Du Bois
had deep personal and empirical experience with
what we now know as colorism. The chart shows
three categories of race: “black” or “full-blooded

negros,” “brown” or “persons with some white
blood or descendants of light colored Africans,”
and “yellow” or “persons with more white than
negro blood.” Rendered in corresponding black,
brown, and yellow gouache, the heaviness of this
subject is given visceral form. One lone red colored
“40%” might be a tie back to the repeated use of
the word blood to mean race.
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Inspiration
and insights
for writers of
all stripes

The Writer Says
Quotes, Quips, and Words of Wisdom
Compiled and edited by Kevin Lippert
V i s ua l &
p op u l a r C u lt u r e
—
October 2018
5 x 7 in / 12.7 x 17.8 cm
160 pp
Hardcover
978-1-61689-721-5
$15.95 / £10.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51595
9 781616 897215

The seventh in our popular Words of Wisdom series, The Writer Says
summons readers to an intimate gathering of novelists, essayists,
grammarians, academics, and journalists—a glittering cocktail party, where
the guests may be self-identified introverts (like Patti Smith, who writes
“to set herself apart cocooned, rapt in solitude”) but share their sparkling
insights in this volume. Among the celebrated international guest list:
Henry James and Mark Twain, squaring off about modifiers (James: pro and
Twain: con); Charles Bukowski and Beverly Cleary, at odds about revision;
Zadie Smith and Chinua Achebe, discussing the moral responsibilities
of a writer; and Jonathan Ames and Jackie Collins, united in their desire
to give readers pleasure. The Writer Says reveals the formative experiences,
processes, preferences, and work habits of our most beloved writers, and
will inspire readers, writers, and closet scribblers alike to follow Rick Bass’s
dictum: “Write every day. Don’t ever stop.”
Kevin Lippert is founder and publisher of Princeton Architectural Press,
author of War Plan Red, and editor of The Inventor Says.
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THE WRITER SAYS

THE WRITER SAYS

If any ideas are to be found in
what I write, those ideas came
after the writing. I mean, I began
by the writing, I began by the
story, I began with the dream, if
you want to call it that. And then
afterwards, perhaps, some idea
came of it. But I didn’t begin,
as I say, by the moral and then
writing a fable to prove it.

I write entirely to find
out what I’m thinking,
what I’m looking at, what
I see and what it means.
What I want and what
I fear.... What is going
on in these pictures
in my mind?

Jorge Luis Borges (1899–1986)

Joan Didion (1934–)

66

67

WriterSays_2P_PW.indd 66-67

2/7/18 12:52 PM

THE WRITER SAYS

If you want to find a
magical situation, magical
things, you have to go
deep inside yourself. So
that is what I do. People
say it’s magic realism—
but in the depths of my
soul, it’s just realism.
Not magical. While I’m
writing, it’s very natural,
very logical, very realistic
and reasonable.

THE WRITER SAYS

There’s not a line
in any of my books
which I can’t connect
to a real experience.
There is always
a reference to a
concrete reality.
Gabriel García Márquez (1927–2014)

Haruki Murakami (1949–)

42

43

WriterSays_2P_PW.indd 42-43

2/7/18 12:52 PM
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“A marvelous
invitation
to anyone with
an interest
in creativity,
invention,
and design”
—Michael Bierut

A Few Minutes of Design
52 Activities to Spark Your Creativity
Emily Campbell
V i s ua l &
p op u l a r C u lt u r e
—
September 2018
4.125 x 5.875 in / 10.5 x 15 cm
54 cards in slipcase
978-1-61689-742-0
$19.95 / £17.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51995
9 781616 897420

Even concert pianists do warm-up exercises to limber up the fingers and
clear the mind for the performance ahead. Designers are, or should be,
no different. This delightful and colorful card deck presents fifty-two
exercises or activities to jump-start your creative juices, free you from
creative block, start a new project, or finish an existing one. Each exercise
offers insight into the innumerable small decisions involved in design.
How to join this part to that, how to establish a pattern or continue the
series, how to say it without words, what fits, and what doesn’t? Designed
for students, these cards benefit established practicing designers or
creatives in any field with activities that are sometimes playful, sometimes
challenging, but always enlightening.
Creative Education Trust provides an integrated curriculum format for
primary and secondary schools in England. Emily Campbell, Creative
Education Trust’s Director of Programmes, was formerly a graphic designer,
a pattern maker in fashion, and design director at RSA and the British
Council Arts Group. She lives in London, England.
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TheThe
caption
caption
underneath
underneath
thethe
picture
picture
says
says
what
what
thethe
device
device
is is
andand
what
what
it does.
it does.

Say why.

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

Now
Now
draw
draw
a symbol
a symbol
thatthat
does
does
notnot
belong
belong
to the
to the
family.
family.

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

Draw
Draw
your
your
own
own
symbols
symbols
to continue
to continue
thethe
series,
series,
keeping
keeping
thethe
same
same
visual
visual
“language”
“language”
of simplification,
of simplification,
line,line,
shape,
shape,
andand
style
style
as the
as the
original
original
members.
members.

Your
Your
task
task
is to
is say,
to say,
in your
in your
own
own
words,
words,
andand
in as
in much
as much
detail
detail
as possible,
as possible,
how
how
exactly
exactly
thethe
device
device
works.
works.
What
What
would
would
thethe
following
following
look
look
like?
like?
Night
Night
Sunny
Sunny
intervals
intervals
Rain
Rain
Snow
Snow
Strong
Strong
wind
wind

A Few Minutes of Design PERFORMING STRUCTURES

Decide which object on the other
side of this card you think is the
odd one out.
A Few Minutes of Design PERFORMING STRUCTURES

TheThe
other
other
side
side
of this
of this
card
card
features
features
a device
a device
wewe
useuse
to to
perform
perform
a task.
a task.

How
How
have
have
thethe
pictures
pictures
been
been
simplified
simplified
to make
to make
symbols?
symbols?
AreAre
they
they
made
made
of solid
of solid
shapes
shapes
or lines?
or lines?
What
What
visual
visual
features
features
does
does
each
each
oneone
use?
use?
What
What
makes
makes
them
them
a family?
a family?

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

Look
Look
at the
at the
family
family
of symbols
of symbols
on on
thethe
other
other
side
side
of this
of this
card.
card.

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

ODD ONE OUT

A Few Minutes of Design EXTENDED FAMILY

PERFORMING
PERFORMING
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES

A Few Minutes of Design EXTENDED FAMILY

EXTENDED
EXTENDED
FAMILY
FAMILY

There are no right or wrong
answers but you need thoughtful
reasons based on what you can
see in the pictures.

What
What
parts
parts
of the
of the
structure
structure
contribute
contribute
to the
to the
success
success
of the
of the
function,
function,
andand
how?
how?

What
What
qualities,
qualities,
or properties,
or properties,
does
does
thethe
object
object
have?
have?
How
How
else
else
could
could
these
these
properties
properties
be be
used?
used?

Are there clues to any letters that
are in your name but not in the
sample? Practice drawing the
common elements of the letters.
What do the curves look like?
The line thicknesses? What gives
the letters their unique character?

YouYou
justjust
need
need
to make
to make
good
good
useuse
of the
of the
shape,
shape,
size,
size,
andand
properties
properties
of the
of the
material.
material.

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

YouYou
cancan
multiply
multiply
thethe
basic
basic
unit,
unit,
addadd
materials,
materials,
cutcut
thethe
object,
object,
reshape
reshape
it, it,
or otherwise
or otherwise
modify
modify
it. it.
A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

It doesn’t
It doesn’t
have
have
to be
to be
a product;
a product;
youyou
justjust
have
have
to work
to work
outout
how
how
youyou
could
could
joinjoin
thethe
parts
parts
neatly
neatly
andand
securely.
securely.

A Few Minutes of Design ONE OBJECT 100 WAYS

Look carefully at the word on the
other side of this card. Write your
name in that typeface.

A Few Minutes of Design ONE OBJECT 100 WAYS

Draw
Draw
as many
as many
uses
uses
as you
as you
cancan
think
think
of for
of for
thethe
object
object
on on
thethe
other
other
side
side
of this
of this
card.
card.

A Few Minutes of Design JOINT ENDEAVOR

Explain
Explain
in aindrawing
a drawing
how
how
youyou
would
would
joinjoin
thethe
objects
objects
or materials
or materials
on on
thethe
other
other
side
side
of this
of this
card.
card.
YouYou
cancan
cutcut
them
them
and/or
and/or
multiply
multiply
them
them
if you
if you
need
need
to. to.
Label
Label
thethe
drawing
drawing
with
with
instructions
instructions
andand
indicate
indicate
anyany
extra
extra
materials
materials
youyou
would
would
need
need
to make
to make
thethe
joints
joints
sound.
sound.

A Few Minutes of Design JOINT ENDEAVOR

YOUR TYPE

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

ONE
ONEOBJECT
OBJECT
100
100WAYS
WAYS

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

JOINT
JOINT
ENDEAVOR
ENDEAVOR

Redraw
Redraw
or trace
or trace
thethe
shape
shape
on on
thethe
other
other
side
side
of this
of this
card.
card.

Draw
Draw
thethe
fivefive
elements
elements
on on
thethe
back
back
of this
of this
card
card
in three
in three
different
different
arrangements
arrangements
or compositions.
or compositions.
One
One
composition
composition
in each
in each
frame.
frame.

TheThe
shape
shape
is unfinished.
is unfinished.

Look at the images on the other
side of this card and work out
what the designer was trying to
achieve.

A Few Minutes of Design FINISHING WELL

A Few Minutes of Design FINISHING WELL

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

Give
Give
each
each
of your
of your
compositions
compositions
a name.
a name.

Finish
Finish
it initainlogical
a logical
andand
pleasing
pleasing
wayway
so so
thatthat
thethe
outline
outline
is is
continuous.
continuous.

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

– You
– You
cancan
simplify
simplify
thethe
elements.
elements.
– You
– You
cancan
change
change
thethe
scale
scale
of any
of any
or all
or of
all them.
of them.
– You
– You
cancan
overlap
overlap
or connect
or connect
them.
them.

A Few Minutes of Design ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

Draw
Draw
around
around
thisthis
card
card
three
three
times
times
to give
to give
yourself
yourself
three
three
frames.
frames.
A Few Minutes of Design ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

INGENUITY
PITCH

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

FINISHING
FINISHING
WELL
WELL

A FEW MINUTES OF DESIGN

ALTERNATIVE
ALTERNATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS
ARRANGEMENTS
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Write a 100-word blog post or
magazine article to launch the
product, identifying the problem
it addresses and explaining why
this is a good solution.

9

The knots
you need
to know

40 Knots and How to Tie Them
Lucy Davidson
arts & cr afts
—
September 2018
5.31 x 7.28 in
144 pp / 254 illustrations
Hardcover
978-1-61689-718-5
$16.95
R i g h ts: No rt h Ame rica
51695
9 781616 897185

10

Knowing which knot to use when and how to tie it can mean the difference between
safety and danger or a dry or wet night camping. A well-tied knot is not only
a safeguard, but also a thing of beauty. 40 Knots and How to Tie Them presents the
essential knots, from classic sturdy, strong knots— including Bowline, Sheepshank,
Pile Hitch, and Trucker’s Dolly, to the decorative. Instructions on tying each knot
are shown in crystal-clear, hand-drawn diagrams, and its uses plainly explained.
A perfect gift for the novice or the seasoned expert, each chapter contains a project
to practice knots — including a bracelet, coaster, woven mat, and hammock.
Lucy Davidson is a graphic designer and illustrator who creates beautiful weaves,
runs workshops, and is the creator of a popular craft and design blog,
Peas and Needles. She lives in Brighton, England.
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“Say good-bye
to the heartache
of keeping your
thoughts to
yourself. True
self-expression
is now just a
postcard away.”
—Roz Chast

Everything is Easy
A Complete Kit for Saying What You Really Think
Lucien Rothenstein
V i s ua l &
p op u l a r C u lt u r e
—
September 2018
6.10 x 8.46 in
30 cards in a packet
978-1-61689-761-1
$19.95
R i ghts : Wo rld Eng lis h
e xclud ing UK
51995
9 781616 897611

Even in this age of messaging, nonstop emails, emoticons and emojis, it’s not
always clear how to make yourself understood, especially with parents, roommates,
siblings and coworkers. Use this ingenuous and often hilarious kit, that includes
door signs, preprinted messages, and referee cards, to tell people how you really feel.
Feedback forms give your family and friends what they’ve been craving—honest,
blistering feedback. Sidestep awkward situations and write the perfect letter—
good or bad—by just filling in a few words. Life is tough, love is awkward, and
communication can seem complicated: but really, everything is easy.
Lucien Rothenstein is a political strategist and humorist based in New York City. Born
in London, he studied International Relations and Politics at Sussex University and
holds master’s degrees from London School of Economics and Columbia University.
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Create
beautiful
and useful
textiles
with ease

Weaving on a Little Loom
Techniques, Patterns, and Projects for Beginners
Fiona Daly
arts & cr afts
—
September 2018
8.25 x 10.25 in
144 pp
Paperback with flaps
978-1-61689-712-3
$24.95
R i g h ts: No rt h Ame rica
52495
9 781616 897123

Weaving on a Little Loom teaches readers everything they need to know
to start small-frame loom weaving, an easy and inexpensive craft that can
be done at home. From setting up the loom to finishing a project, this
book covers both basic and more advanced techniques, with an introduction
to creating patterns such as basket and bird’s eye weaves, rib, twill, and
herringbone. With clear instruction and beautiful illustrative photographs,
step-by-step tutorials guide you through designing and creating five
contemporary woven projects—including table placemats, wall hangings,
and a tote bag—all made with natural, environmentally friendly materials.
Fiona Daly is a textile designer-maker and handweaver. She creates textiles
using natural, undyed local wool for her housewares collection and teaches
workshops worldwide. She lives in London, England.
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Portraits of
life lived fully
on the farm

RADIANT

farm animals up close and personal
TRAER SCOTT

Radiant
Farm Animals Up Close and Personal
Traer Scott
pho to gr a ph y
—
September 2018
8.5 x 10 in / 21.5 x 25.4 cm
128 pp / 60 color
Hardcover
978-1-61689-715-4
$24.95 / £17.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
52495
9 781616 897154

Gregarious or shy, curious or placid, playful or retiring, all the animals in
Traer Scott’s newest collection have one thing in common: a sparkling
personality! This whimsical, soulful, and personal photo collection focuses
on the lives of the farm animals we often take for granted. Scott introduces
us to barnyard animals both familiar and lesser known, from cows, pigs,
sheep, and chickens to Dolly the wooly llama, Bianca the Sicilian miniature
donkey, Percy the Indian peafowl, and Justice the yak. Some of the animals
are kept as pets; others are denizens of farm sanctuaries that Scott has
visited. She shares her anecdotes about a Texas longhorn steer whose best
friends are a trio of goats, a turkey who likes to snack on grapes and
watermelon, and many others. Lively captions provide information on each
breed, to round out this enchanting tribute to our four-legged (and winged)
friends from the farm.
Traer Scott is a photographer and the author of eight books, including
Finding Home: Shelter Dogs and their Stories and Raptors: Portraits of Birds
of Prey. She lives in Providence, Rhode Island, with her husband, daughter,
and creatures.
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Ben David
Yorkshire Cross

Evidence suggests that pigs were domesticated from
wild boars as far back as 13,000 BCE, making them
possibly the second-earliest species of mammal to
be domesticated, after the dog. Pigs have relatively
poor eyesight but an excellent sense of smell. Pigs
instinctively root (repeatedly push or nudge) with
their snouts. They use rooting as a way to find food,
to communicate, and to find their mother’s milk
immediately after birth.
Ben David was born a runt on a small backyard farm,
where he was one of five surviving siblings. The farm’s
caretakers gave him to a local woman who bottle fed
him, potty trained him, and raised him in her home,
but as he grew, she knew that she could not keep him
forever, so she reached out to a sanctuary to take him
in. Because he had been taken from his biological mom
almost at birth, he became very attached to Honey, a
gestation sow at the sanctuary who has acted as his
surrogate mother.

22

23

Ben David / Yorkshire Cross Pig

enerI

Irene

nekcihC kcoR htuomylP

Plymouth Rock Chicken

,kcoR derraB a dellac osla ,nekcihc kcoR htuomylP ehT
eht ni sttesuhcassaM ni deerb a sa detibihxe tsrfi saw
deerb ralupop tsom eht saw tI .y rutnec htneetenin-dim
.sraey ytffi naht erom rof setatS detinU eht ni nekcihc fo
dna yldneirf gnieb rof nwonk era sneh kcoR htuomylP
. derepmet-dlim

The Plymouth Rock chicken, also called a Barred Rock,
was first exhibited as a breed in Massachusetts in the
mid-nineteenth century. It was the most popular breed
of chicken in the United States for more than fifty years.
Plymouth Rock hens are known for being friendly and
mild-tempered.

,sneh kcoR htuomylP fo oud retsis a fo flah saw enerI
fo gnissap s’enerI litnu elbarapesni erew owt eht dna
si ehs hguoht ,no sevil sirI retsis reH . 6 1 0 2 ni ega dlo
.won ylredle etiuq

Irene was half of a sister duo of Plymouth Rock hens,
and the two were inseparable until Irene’s passing of
old age in 2016. Her sister Iris lives on, though she is
quite elderly now.
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Irene / Plymouth Rock Chicken

Lola
Huacaya Alpaca

Alpaca fiber is waterproof, flame resistant, and
hypoallergenic. This remarkable fiber is often described
as being stronger than mohair, finer than cashmere,
smoother than silk, and softer than cotton.
Blindness occurs in about 80 percent of blue-eyed
white alpacas. Lola was born blind but has no trouble
navigating her grazing fields or finding friends. She has
a rather distinctive ’do that, combined with her blue
eyes, makes her a stylish favorite with visitors.
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Lola / Huacaya Alpaca
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Celebrate
one hundred
years of the
art of kissing

People Kissing
A Century of Photographs
Barbara Levine and Paige Ramey
V i s ua l &
p op u l a r C u lt u r e
—
December 2018
5 x 7.5 in / 21.5 x 26.5 cm
144 pp / 115 color and b+w
Hardcover
978-1-61689-764-2
$16.95 / £11.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51695
9 781616 897642

Love is in the air as Barbara Levine and Paige Ramey take on humankind’s oldest
pastime: kissing. In racy candids, humorous vintage postcards, and snapshots taken
on the sly, couples from the Victorian era through the Swinging Sixties smooch,
canoodle, neck, and spoon. The collected photographs are sweet, sincere, and saucy,
occasionally awkward, and always intriguing: Who took these photos? And what
lay in store for these amorous couples after the shutter clicked—true love or just
a passing fancy? People Kissing is the perfect gift to share with a sweetheart any day
you feel like making a public display of affection.
Barbara Levine and Paige Ramey are collectors, artists, and curators specializing
in vernacular photography and offbeat collections. They run Project B, a foundphoto archive and curatorial services company. They live in Houston, Texas, and
San Miguel de Allende, Mexico.
Also Available ...
People Fishing
Hardcover
978-1-61689-654-6
$16.95 / £9.99

People Knitting
Hardcover
978-1-61689-392-7
$16.95 / £9.99

Ri ghts: Wo r l d

R i gh ts: Wor l d
51695

51695
9 781616 896546
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The birth
of information
graphics

The Minard System
The Complete Statistical Graphics of Charles-Joseph Minard
Sandra Rendgen
V i s ua l C u lt u r e
—
November 2018
9 x 12 in / 23.9 x 30.5 cm
176 pp / 82 color
Hardcover
978-1-61689-633-1
$60.00 / £45.00
R i g h ts: Wo rld
56000
9 781616 896331

If you have any interest in information graphics, maps, or history, you know
of the seminal flow map of Napoleon’s 1812 march into Russia by CharlesJoseph Minard, made famous by Edward Tufte, and considered to be one of
the most magnificent data graphics ever produced. The Minard System
explores the nineteenth-century civil engineer’s career and the story behind
this masterpiece of multivariate data, as well as sixty of Minard’s other
statistical graphics reflecting social and economic changes of the Industrial
Revolution in Europe and around the world. These stunning drawings are
from the collection of the École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées in Paris
and have never before been published in their entirety.
Sandra Rendgen is an author and editor with a focus on information
graphics, interactive media, and the history of information visualization.
Based in Berlin, Germany, she studied art history and cultural theory and
is the co-author of Information Graphics and Understanding the World:
The Atlas of Infographics.
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Quantities of Meat Sent to Paris
“Carte figurative et approximative des quantités de
viande de boucherie envoyées sur pied par les départments
et consommées à Paris”
August 1, 1858. Lithographic print, hand-colored. 64.9 × 53.6 cm.

This work further elaborated on the idea

proportional circles are included for each

of proportional circles (as begun in [10 ]

supplying department to indicate the

and [11 ]) and introduced sectioned circles

relative amount of meat it provided to

as a novelty in Minard’s work. The map

the capital, with a scale on the right hand

covers domestic trade in meat by depart-

side explaining the calcuation. The circle

ment. For the first time, Minard opted for

sections distinguish between the different

shading the base map: the departments of

kinds of meat. While Minard does not

France are classified according to wheth-

comment here on his use of proportional

er they had imported meat to the capital

circles, he does so explicitly in [24 ].

or not. Except for a few minor suppliers,

MINARD TRANSLATED

Figurative and approximate map of the
quantities of red meat sent by the departments
(adminstrative districts of France) and
consumed in Paris.
Explanatory note: The area of a circle represents the
total weight of meat (all species included) supplied
by that department; the area of the colored sections
indicates the variety.
A circle of six millimeters in diameter represents
333,000 kilograms of meat and the other circles
the weight of meat proportional to the diameter
squared. These weights are also recorded on the
scale opposite.
Areas in black represent beef, red indicates veal,
and green is lamb.
The departments colored yellow provided cattle
to the capital; those with no circles sent insignificant
amounts; tan-colored departments did not supply
any meat.
Consumption represented here is the average
over the eight years from 1845 to 1853, inclusively.
It was drawn from the excellent statistic of
consumption in Paris by Mr. Husson, page 132.

60

Losses of Hannibal’s Army (218 BC );
Losses of the French Army (1812–1813)
“Carte figurative des pertes successives en hommes
de l’armée qu’Annibal conduisit d’Espagne en Italie en traversant
les Gaules (selon Polybe)”
“Carte figurative des pertes successives en hommes
de l’armée française dans la campagne de Russie, 1812–1813”
November 20, 1869. Lithographic color print.
64.8 × 20.9 cm (Hannibal) and 64.8 × 26.5 cm (Napoleon).

Here is the source of Minard’s pre-

clutter. Its base map is strikingly re-

vailing fame—his flow map relating to

duced—except for a few rivers, barely

Napoleon’s Russian Campaign in 1812–13

any landscape features are delineated.

(bottom). It is puzzling that it is so often

The westernmost point is the city of

shown as an isolated work when it actu-

Kowno (Kaunas, in what is today Lithu-

ally forms part of a comparison with a

ania) on the river Neman. In the east the

second flow map (top), which covers the
218 BC march of Carthagian commander
Hannibal who, along with an army of
ninety thousand men, crossed over the
Alps toward Rome. The two maps show

city of Moscow is the extreme point of
the flow. Note that the place names are
neither consistently local nor taken from
any particular language but switch from
French to German to Slavic.6 The flow

the “progressive losses in men” that both

enters Russia from Poland with 422,000

armies suffered. The flows are construct-

men; the retreating army crosses the

ed to the same scale. It is important to

Neman with only 10,000 men remaining.

note that both campaigns consisted of

The graphic is enhanced by a tempera-

countless separate movements and were

ture diagram (referring to the Réaumur

interrupted by battles, overnight stays, re-

scale) connected to the retreating flow.

treats and advances, and the parting and

Contrary to conventional line diagrams,

reunion of troops. To show both cam-

this one has the time running from right

paigns as a constant flow is “an effective

to left in order to follow the westward

generalization of a historic event.”5

retreat.

The Napoleon graphic manages to

A notable “narrative” label on the

integrate six data variables in a con-

lower left hand side of the map reads,

densed representation devoid of visual

“The Cossacks gallop over the frozen

MINARD TRANSLATED

Figurative Map of the successive losses of the
French army during the Russian campaign,
1812–1813

Figurative Map of the successive losses of
Hannibal’s army during the march from Spain
to Italy through Gallia (according to Polybius).

The numbers of men present are represented by

Legend: The numbers of men remaining are

the widths of the colored zones at a rate of one
millimeter for every ten thousand men, and are also

represented by the widths of the colored zones at a
rate of one millimeter for every ten thousand men,

written across the zones. Red designates the men
entering Russia, black those exiting. The information

and are also written across the zones.
As there is no consensus on where Hannibal

used to draw this map was obtained from the works
of Mr. Thiers, Mr. de Segur, Mr. de Fezensac, Mr. de

crossed the Alps, I adopted Larosa’s opinion without
claiming to justify it.

Chambray and the unpublished journal of Jacob,
pharmacist of the Army since October 28th.
To better perceive the reduction of the army at a
glance, I assumed that the corps led by Prince Jerome
and Marshall Davout that were detached at Minsk and
Mogilev and rejoined near Orscha and Witebsk, had
always marched with the army.
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Architecture
for the senses

Studio Joy Works

RICK JOY

Studio Joy Works
Rick Joy
A rc h i t ec t u r e
—
October 2018
9.75 x 8.5 in / 24.8 x 21.6 cm
208 pp / 300 color photographs
Hardcover / 978-1-61689-755-0
$55.00 / £40.00
R i g h ts: Wo rld
55500
9 781616 897550

Paperback
978-1-61689-646-1
$40.00 / £30.00
R i g h ts: Wo rld
54000

Rick Joy’s reputation as one of the country’s most gifted designers, whose
mining of materials and site create transcendent, even poetic buildings, was
established in his first book, Desert Works. This follow-up, Studio Joy Works,
marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of his firm’s founding and continues the
careful documentation of the growing body of his important work, including
houses in Vermont and California, his first public project, a train station in
Princeton, New Jersey, and residences abroad in Mexico and Turks and
Caicos. The projects in this book are further contextualized with an essay by
Joy and spectacular photographs.
Rick Joy is a Tuscon, Arizona-based architect with an international reputation
for designing timeless modern houses deeply grounded in place. He lectures
widely and his work has been published around the world.

9 781616 896461
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EL CABANON
A three-bedroom family retreat located on the southwest coast of
Providenciales, in the Turks and Caicos Islands. The site is composed of 21,000
square feet of porous iron shore rock along a shallow inlet of white sand and
bright turquoise water. The home, surrounded by rich native vegetation and
cohabitated by the daily winds of Chalk Sound National Park, is constructed
with exposed cast-in-place white concrete walls and warm-colored mahogany hardwood door, windows and ceilings.
The structure is elevated and accessible on the same horizontal plane
throughout. This platform connects the entire program and its two separate
masses—the elongated bar to the west which protects the retreat from the
street and houses the private areas, and the standalone pavilion which sits
proud and is open to the water and main views.
The main pavilion is an open air living-dining-kitchen space that utilizes
proper cross ventilation instead of air conditioning. The form atop the living
space is an asymmetric single hip roof with an operable triangular window at
the leeward tip that draws the air through to maximize cross-ventilation.
Water is harvested and stored in a large cistern underneath the main
terrace and solar panels are placed below the parapet on the flat roof. The
white concrete walls comprise locally-sourced sand and aggregate thus
reducing the imported building materials usually used there. These walls keep
the interior spaces cool during the hot and humid days and stand as a robust
shield from hurricanes.
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El Cabanon family retreat, Turks and Caicos
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Woodstock Farm residence and barn, Woodstock, Vermont
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Ventana Canyon vacation house, foothills of the Santa Catalina Mountains, near Tucson, Arizona
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The longawaited
follow-up to
Atlas of Novel
Tectonics

Projects and Their Consequences
Reiser + Umemoto
A rc h i t ec t u r e
—
November 2018
9 x 12 in / 22.9 x 30.5 cm
320 pp
More than 400 color & b+w
Hardcover
978-1-61689-719-2
$60.00 / £45.00
R i g h ts: Wo rld
56000
9 781616 897192

Projects and Their Consequences presents fifteen key projects from leading
architectural thinkers Reiser + Umemoto. Projects and Their Consequences traces
thirty years of innovative, multidisciplinary investigations of form, structure,
technique, and planning. Projects include large-scale studies of infrastructure for
the East River Corridor and Hudson Yards areas in Manhattan and the Alishan
Railway in Taiwan, as well as schemes for cultural institutions including the
New Museum, Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh, and University of Applied Arts
Vienna. Also included are thought-provoking “textual projects”: narrative works
that blur the boundaries of art and architecture. Projects and Their Consequences
balances incisive interviews and essays with more than 400 strikingly original
drawings, collages, and paintings. Large-format and beautifully designed,
it is a necessary volume for architects and those interested in the intersection
of architecture, art, and culture.
Jesse Reiser and Nanako Umemoto are
the founders and principals of RUR
Architecture DPC, an internationally
recognized design firm based in
New York City.
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Also Available ...

Atlas of Novel Tectonics
978-1-56898-554-1
$29.95 / £15.99
R i gh ts: Wor l d

REVISED
&
UPDATED

New in
paperback!

Generative Design
Visualize, Program, and Create with JavaScript in p5.js
Benedikt Groß, Hartmut Bohnacker, Julia Laub, and Claudius Lazzeroni
with contributions from Joey Lee and Niels Poldervaart
de sign
—
October 2018
7.4 x 10.4 in / 18.7 x 26.3 cm
256 pp / 500 color & b+w
Paperback
978-1-61689-758-1
$45.00 / £35.00
R i ghts : Wo rld Eng lis h,
e xclud ing Ge rma ny, Austri a,
Swit ze rla nd, Spa in, Ja pan,
S o u t h Ame rica
54500
9 781616 897581

Generative design, once known only to insiders as a revolutionary method of
creating artwork, models, and animations with programmed algorithms, has in
recent years become a popular tool for designers. By using simple languages such
as JavaScript in p5.js, artists and makers can create everything from interactive
typography and textiles to 3D-printed furniture to complex and elegant infographics.
This updated volume gives a jump-start on coding strategies, with step-bystep tutorials for creating visual experiments that explore the possibilities of
color, form, typography, and images. Generative Design includes a gallery of allnew artwork from a range of international designers—fine art projects as well
as commercial ones for Nike, Monotype, Dolby Laboratories, the musician Bjork,
and others.
Benedikt Groß and Hartmut Bohnacker are professors of interaction design
at the HfG Schwäbisch Gmünd in Baden-Württemberg, Germany. Julia Laub is
cofounder of the design studio onformative in Berlin. Claudius Lazzeroni
is a professor of interface design at the Folkwang Kunsthochschule in Essen,
Germany.
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The first
look at a
midcentury
genius

Victor Lundy
Artist Architect
Edited by Donna Kacmar
ARC HITEC TURE
—
October 2018
8.5 x 10.5 in / 21.6 x 26.7 cm
240 pp / 50 color & 150 b+w
Hardcover
978-1-61689-661-4
$55.00 / £40.00
R i g h ts: Wo rld
55500
9 781616 896614

If you’re looking for something new under the midcentury sun, Victor Lundy
(born 1923) is a real find, an important yet underappreciated figure in the history of
American architecture. Trained in both the Beaux Arts and Bauhaus traditions, he
built an impressive practice ranging from small-scale residential and commercial
buildings to expressive religious buildings and two preeminent institutional works:
the US Tax Court Building in Washington, DC (now on the National Register of
Historic Places), and the US Embassy in Sri Lanka.
This first book on Lundy’s life and career documents his early work in the
Sarasota School of Architecture, his churches, and his government buildings.
In addition to essays on his use of light and material, many of the architect’s original
drawings, paintings, and sketches—including those from his travels throughout
Europe, the Middle East, India, and Mexico, now held at the Library of Congress—
are reproduced here for the first time.
Donna Kacmar, FAIA, is a professor at the University of Houston, where she
teaches design studios and directs the Materials Research Collaborative. She
is the author of Big Little House: Small Houses Designed by Architects.
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The Sarasota Years
Christopher S. Wilson

In the 1950s, Florida’s temperate weather, natural beauty,
and laid-back lifestyle attracted families to move and live
there year-round.1 Sarasota in particular attracted writers,
painters, photographers, musicians, and architects, its
artistic atmosphere and cultural reputation having been first
established in the 1930s by the circus magnate John Ringling and his Ringling Museum and Ringling School of Art.2 In
1953 the director of New York’s Metropolitan Museum of
Art, Francis Taylor, proclaimed that there was no place in
the entire southeastern United States that possessed such
a wealth of art and wonderful surroundings as Sarasota.3
As a result of this environment, Sarasota was generally
friendlier than other parts of the country to new ideas and
artistic practices—particularly modern architecture. The
“Sarasota School of Architecture”—better described as a
movement—was a regional variation of modern architecture
that thrived in Sarasota and southwest Florida between
1940 and 1970.4 Architects took their aesthetic cues from
the modern architecture that had developed during the
1920s and 1930s in Europe—geometric volumes, flat roofs,
lack of applied decoration, limited color palette—but
adapted those forms to the Florida climate, where the
extremes of sunshine and rain could be controlled to provide
year-round outdoor living. The architects Ralph Twitchell

(1890–1978) and Paul Rudolph (1918–1997) are credited with
starting the Sarasota School just before World War II. Tim
Seibert, Mark Hampton, Gene Leedy, Jack West, William
Rupp, Bert Brosmith, Joseph Farrell, Frank Folsom Smith,
Carl Abbott, and Victor Lundy were also prominent members. In an era like today’s, when “sustainability” and environmentally friendly practices are held in high esteem, much
can be learned from Sarasota School characteristics such as
large, overhanging eaves that provide shading to glass walls,
single-room depths that allow for natural ventilation, and a
close relationship between inside and outside.
Lundy lived and worked in Sarasota from 1952 to 1960,
although his office there did not officially close until 1963.
Lundy’s initial exposure to the area came through his
partnership with fellow Harvard Graduate School of Design
(GSD) graduate Reginald Caywood Knight (1921–1973),
which lasted from about 1950 to 1954. Knight and Lundy’s
projects were mostly private residences for illustrators
associated with the Famous Artists School, a correspondence course founded in 1948 in Westport, Connecticut, by
Norman Rockwell and eleven other commercial artists.5
One of those founding artists, Ben Stahl, had been
wintering since 1939 in Sarasota, and in 1951 commissioned a
house from Knight and Lundy to serve as his year-round

Frontenac Hotel, Sarasota, Florida, [YEAR]
53

74

Frontenac Hotel, Sarasota Florida, 1959

THE SARASOTA YEARS 75

Warm Mineral Springs Inn, North Point, Florida, 1958

Fig. 9 (above) St. Andrews Presbyterian Church, Dunedin, Florida, 1960. Presentation rendering, graphite, watercolor, and colored and metallic
pencil on brown paper, # x # inches
36

Rendering of Saint Andrews Presbyterian Church, Dunedin, Florida, 1960

Fig. 36 (left) Space Flowers, New York World’s Fair, YEAR
Fig. 37 (above) Space Flowers, New York World’s Fair, YEAR
184
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Singer Show Room, New York City, 1965

208

SCULPTING SPACE 209

Space Flowers, New York World’s Fair, 1964
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Landscapes of
great simplicity
and beauty

Coen+Partners
Contextual Minimalism
Foreword by Mikyoung Kim
Introduction by Shane Coen
L a n dsc a pe
A rc h i t ec t u r e a n d
U r b a n i sm
—
November 2018
12 x 10 in / 30.5 x 25.4 cm
192 pp / 200 color
Hardcover with jacket
978-1-61689-665-2
$50.00 / £35.00
R i g h ts: Wo rld
55000
9 781616 896652

Whether emulating the geological formations and dense birch forests of his
home state of Minnesota or abstracting agricultural and historical patterns
across the Midwest and beyond, Shane Coen is a leading proponent of a new
modern American landscape design that features geometric forms, local
materials, and a sensitivity to the environment. Coen+Partners pursues
“contextual minimalism” in both the public and private realms, with projects
as diverse as home gardens, a public library, a churchyard, urban parks and
civic plazas, and a border land entry station. Shaping local landscapes as well
as sites farther afield, in Arizona, California, and Louisiana, and as far away as
Singapore and Saudi Arabia, Coen’s powerful designs are rooted in place and
steeped in connection and calm.
Shane Coen, based in Minneapolis, has collaborated with renowned architects,
artists, and engineers for twenty-five years. He lectures widely, including
as a TEDx speaker. His firm won the prestigious National Design Award in
landscape architecture from the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum
in 2015.
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The newest
addition to
our Classic
Reprints series

Selected Works of McKim, Mead & White, 1879 –1915
Charles Follen McKim, William Rutherford Mead, and Stanford White
Introduction by Richard Guy Wilson
A rc h i t ec t u r e
—
November 2018
9 x 12 in / 22.9 x 30.5 cm
425 pp / 400 b+w
Hardcover with jacket
978-1-61689-757-4
$100.00 / £75.00
R i ghts : Wo rld
10000
9 781616 897574

McKim, Mead & White is the best-known architecture firm of late nineteenth
and early twentieth century America, having built many iconic buildings of
America’s Gilded Age, from Columbia University and Boston Public Library,
to mansions for the nineteenth century’s wealthiest, including Frederick
Vanderbilt, John Jacob Astor, Henry Frick, J.P. Morgan, and Andrew Carnegie
(now the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum), as well as the
American Academy in Rome. Selected Works of McKim, Mead & White, published
in association with the Institute of Classical Architecture & Art, collects the
work of these important architects during their most prolific period, condensing
four volumes into one magnificent edition.
Richard Guy Wilson holds the Commonwealth Professor’s Chair in Architectural
History at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville. He has authored,
co-authored, or edited over a dozen books.
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John McAndrew’s Modernist Vision
From the Vassar College Art Library to the Museum of Modern Art in New York
Mardges Bacon
With contributions by Molly Nesbit, Susan Donahue Kuretsky,
Thomas E. Hill, Tobias Armborst, and Elizabeth Nogrady;
and photographs by Andrew Tallon
ART & ARC HITEC TURE
—
October 2018
7 x 9.5 in / 17.8 x 24.1 cm
192 pp / 143 color
Hardcover with jacket
978-1-61689-640-9
$45.00 / £35.00
R i g h ts: Wo rld
54500
9 781616 896409

John McAndrew’s Modernist Vision tells the compelling story of the architect,
scholar, and curator John McAndrew, who played a key role in redefining
modernism in the United States from the 1930s onward. The designer of the Vassar
College Art Library—arguably the first modern interior on a college campus—and
the curator of architecture at the Museum of Modern Art in New York from 1937
to 1941, McAndrew was instrumental in creating a distinct and innovative aesthetic
that bridged the European modernist lineage and American regional vernacular.
Providing a fascinating glimpse into McAndrew’s life, his associations with
important architects and artists, and the historical context that shaped his work,
this book is a thoroughly researched testament to a man who left a powerful mark
on the evolution of American architecture.
Mardges Bacon is Matthews Distinguished University Professor Emerita of
Architecture at Northeastern University. The recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship,
she is the author of Le Corbusier in America: Travels in the Land of the Timid and
Ernest Flagg: Beaux-Arts Architect and Urban Reformer.
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Williams College: The Campus Guide
Eugene J. Johnson and Michael J. Lewis
Photographs by Ralph Lieberman
C a m p us gu i de s
—
December 2018
6.25 x 10 in / 15.8 x 24.5 cm
288 pp / 200 color
Paperback with fold out maps
of central campus and
2 satellite campus maps
978-1-61689-711-6
$37.50 / £27.00
R i ghts : Wo rld
53750
9 781616 897116

Nestled in the Berkshire Mountains in western Massachusetts, Williams College
routinely ranks atop the best liberal arts colleges in the United States. The 450-acre
campus, master-planned by the esteemed Olmsted Brothers, is home to 2,000
students and 100 academic and residential buildings, some dating back to the late
18th century. This beautifully written and illustrated portrait showcases many fine
examples of American campus architecture by Cram Goodhue & Ferguson; Shepley,
Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbot; Stanford White; Mitchell-Giurgola; Tadao Ando;
Cambridge Seven; Bohlin Cywinski Jackson; Einhorn, Yaffee, Prescott; and Polshek
Partners. A new master plan by Steven Holl envisions campus expansion for the next
several decades.
Williams College: The Campus Guide, with newly commissioned color photography
and axonometric color maps to engage visitors, students, and alumni, is the newest
edition to the acclaimed Campus Guide series of American colleges and universities.
Eugene J. Johnson taught art and architectural history at Williams for fifty-two years
and has been published extensively. Michael J. Lewis, is Faison-Pierson-Stoddard
Professor of Art at Williams College and received a Guggenheim Fellowship for his
recent City of Refuge: Separatists and Utopian Town Planning.
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Facsimile
edition available
again after
20 years

Le Corbusier Modulor Rule
An Innovative Tape Measure from the Master of Modern Architecture
Fondation Le Corbusier
V i s ua l &
p op u l a r C u lt u r e
—
September 2018
4 cm x 235 cm long
Flexible metric rule
white 15 oz super smooth
blackout, red, blue, and black
graphics on one side and black
graphics on the other
978-1-56898-060-7
$40.00 / £35.00
R i g h ts: Wo rld
54000
9 781568 980607
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We picture the buildings of the high priest of modern architecture,
Le Corbusier, as exemplars of crisp geometric forms and industrial,
machined-age details, but we often forget that he integrated nature and the
human element into his compositions. Nowhere is this more evident than
the Modulor, Corb’s own measuring system based on the proportions
of the body and intended to replace the sterile metric system with a “more
harmonious set of measurements.” Never achieving the universal acceptance
he envisioned, the Modulor is a fascinating look at Corb’s efforts to reconcile human stature (in this case, his signature man-with-arm-upraised)
and mathematics.
This facsimile edition of the tape measure Corb made and carried in
his pocket in a metal film canister features the red-and-blue Modulor system
on one side of a flexible tape, and imperial and metric markings on the
other. This handsome object has a fascinating history and is the perfect gift
for the desk of any architect, designer, modernism fan, mathematician,
woodworker, seamstress, or anyone interested in measuring.
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Children’s Books

A recipe for
friendship

Good Morning, Neighbor
Davide Cali and Maria Dek
Age s: 3 – 7
—
September 2018
8 x 11 in / 20 x 28 cm
48 pp / 30 color
Hardcover with jacket
978-1-61689-699-7
$17.95 / £12.99

A mouse decides one morning to make an omelet, but needs an egg, and sets
out to find one. On his search, he eventually finds everything needed to bake a
cake, including apples, flour, and sugar, but also those most precious
ingredients—community and friends, from a hedgehog to an owl to a raccoon—
and learns about the unexpected gifts of asking for what you need and sharing
what you have.

R i g h ts: Wo rld Eng lis h
51795
9 781616 896997

Davide Cali is an award-winning children’s book author of more than fifty books,
including A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to School, The Queen of the
Frogs, and When an Elephant Falls in Love. He lives in France and Italy.
Maria Dek studied art at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw and University
of the Arts, London. She is based in Białowieża, Poland, in the oldest forest in
Europe. Her prior books include A Walk in the Forest and When I am Big.

Also Available ...

A Walk in the Forest
978-1-61689-569-3
$17.95 / £11.99
Rights: Wor l d En gl i sh

When I Am Big
978-1-61689-602-7
$17.95 / £12.99
R i gh ts: Wor l d En gl i sh

51795
9 781616 895693
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51795
9 781616 896027

A cat learns
to follow
her heart

Up the Mountain Path
Marianne Dubuc
Age s: 3 – 7
—
October 2018
7.5 x 9.5 in
72 pp / 80 color
Hardcover with jacket
978-1-61689-723-9
$17.95
R i ghts : N o rt h Ame rica

Mrs. Badger, an avid collector and naturalist, takes a weekly journey up to Sugarloaf
Peak, greeting her friends on the way and sharing her discoveries with them. One
day she meets Lulu, a very small cat, who wants to go with her to the top of the
mountain. On the way, Lulu learns to take care of the natural world, help those in
need, and listen to her intuition. Rich in wisdom and beautifully illustrated, Up the
Mountain Path offers a profound story full of lessons about love, generosity, and
following one’s heart.

51795

Montreal-based Marianne Dubuc is an award-winning author and illustrator of more
than ten picture books, including The Fish and the Cat and The Lion and the Bird.

9 781616 897239

On the way, choices have to be made.

“Which path do
we take?”

Also Available . . .

The Fish and the Cat
978-1-61689-505-1 / $16.95
Ri ghts: North America
51695
9 781616 895051

“Which one
do you
like best?”
www.papress.com | Fall 2018 | Princeton Architectural Press

Mrs. Badger knows that life is made up of decisions.
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A bedtime story
full of wonder
“Why, I must prepare for the arrival of the
Dragonfly Queen,” Miyuki said. “She chose our
garden to visit tomorrow, and she will bring her
entire court.”
“Her entire court?” Grandfather asked.
“Yes, it’s a very big deal. Can you please help
me make a canopy to honor her, there, under
the cherry tree?” Miyuki asked politely.
“All right, my Miyuki, and then it’s time for bed.”
So Grandfather helped Miyuki make a canopy
fit for a queen with fallen leaves, three twigs,
and a poppy.

Time for Bed, Miyuki
Roxane Marie Galliez, illustrations by Seng Soun Ratanavanh
Age s: 5– 8
—
September 2018
8.5 x 11.65 in / 21.6 x 29.6 cm
32 pp / 18 color
Hardcover with jacket
978-1-61689-705-5
$17.95 / £12.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld Eng lis h

Like children everywhere, Miyuki’s imagination peaks at bedtime, when
she remembers all the things she has to do before she can possibly go to bed:
she needs to water the vegetables, gather snails, and prepare for the arrival
of the Dragonfly Queen. Her patient grandfather follows along on her
adventures, gently encouraging her to go to sleep. In this beautiful story
about family, nature, and love, young children and their parents find
a welcome companion for their own bedtime journey.

51795
9 781616 897055

Roxane Marie Galliez is a prize-winning writer, poet, and children’s book
“Miyuki,
the canopy for the in
Queen
is complete,
author. She has
a doctorate
the
history of ancient civilizations and
“All right, Miyuki,” Grandfather sighed.
your vegetable garden is watered, the snails are gathered,
“Water your vegetables, and thentraveled
it’s time for bed.”the Pacific Islands for several years as a researcher and journalist.
the cat is covered, we danced the last dance of the day,
bathed and brushed and France.
dressed. It’s time for bed.”
She
lives nearyou’re
Saint-Etienne,
Miyuki watered her carrots, turnips,
radishes,
“Miyuki, it’s time for bed.”

“But Grandfather, I must water my vegetables.”

and everything else she could reach. How many

time Miyuki didn’t argue. She took Grandfather’s
A graduate ofThis
the
School of Fine Arts in Paris, Seng Soun Ratanavanh is
hand and followed him. Grandfather tucked Miyuki
bed painter
and kissed her based
on the forehead.
an illustrator into
and
near Paris, France.

times did Miyuki go from the well to the garden?
Even Grandfather stopped counting.
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“Miyuki, the canopy for the Queen is complete
and your vegetable garden is watered. It’s time for bed.”
“Grandfather, I cannot sleep now!” Miyuki cried.
“I must gather the whole Snail family together. If they
are not gathered together, I will not be able to sleep.”
So Grandfather helped Miyuki look for the snails
and lead them all home.

With a rain of gold on silver hills, the sun offers its
last light before leaving for the night. The nightingale
prepares her nest. Ants gather their provisions.
And the toad jumps into a bucket. As the sun slowly
hides to watch the moon rise, the bell tower sounds
the hour of rest.
But where is Miyuki?

But where is Miyuki?
Shh...
I think Miyuki has fallen asleep.

“Miyuki, the canopy for the Queen is complete,
your vegetable garden is watered, the snails
are gathered, the cat is covered. It’s time for bed.”
“Oh, Grandfather, we must dance the last dance
“Miyuki, the canopy for the Queen is complete,

of the day, to thank the sun for shining so nicely.”

your vegetable garden is watered, the
snails are gathered. It’s time for bed.”
“But Grandfather, I can’t stop now. It’s a cold night,

So Grandfather and Miyuki danced.
And then, Miyuki yawned...

and I won’t be able to fall asleep if I haven’t covered
up the cat.”
Patiently, Grandfather waited as Miyuki covered
their cat with a warm blanket.
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 ven if your
E
hands are small,
go stand on the
tallest of walls
and call “These
are the walls we
like least of all!”

Walls
Brad Holdgrafer, illustrations by Jay Cover
Age s: 6 –12
—
August 2018
9.75 x 6.75 in / 25 x 17 cm
32 pp / 13 color
Hardcover
978-1-61689-709-3
$16.95 / £11.99

Walls of all sorts: social walls, border walls, political walls, emotional walls, big
walls, old walls, and small walls. Speaking to today’s critical political issues,
this playful and encouraging story about breaking down barriers helps children
learn about inclusivity, equality, openness, and kindness while also reminding
grown-ups of the same values. Walls is a timely and timeless story, told with bold
and colorful illustrations.

R i g h ts: Wo rld
51695
9 781616 897093

Brad Holdgrafer is a Los Angeles–based designer. He was co-owner of the store
Formerly Yes and a designer for Apple at Media Arts Lab. This is his first book.
Jay Cover is an illustrator and artist. He is a member of the Nous Vous artist collective
and teaches illustration at Camberwell College of Arts in London, England.
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Dinosaurs in
full color, as
you have never
seen them

The Colorful World of Dinosaurs
Matt Sewell
Age s: 5–12
—
October 2018
9 x 11.8 in
96 pp / 55 color
Hardcover
978-1-61689-716-1
$16.95
R i ghts : N o rt h Ame rica
51695
9 781616 897161

Did you know that Argentinosaurus was as heavy as a herd of elephants?
That Mosasaurus was three times the length of a great white shark? That
Microraptor was the size of a pigeon but with four wings? This magnificent book
imagines dinosaurs as they might well have been, based on recent findings—
feathered, finned, and full of color. Gorgeous watercolors accompany
surprising, little-known, and fun-to-tell facts about dinosaur behavior, habits,
and appearance, bringing these prehistoric creatures to life in a new way.
This fascinating book will delight dinosaur fans, young and old.
Matt Sewell is a writer, artist, and illustrator whose books include Our
Garden Birds, Our Woodland Birds, and A Charm of Goldfinches. He lives
in Shrewsbury, England, where he is an avid ornithologist.
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Leonardo da Vinci
Meet the Artist!
Patricia Geis
Age s: 8 a n d u p
—
October 2018
8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 29.8 cm
16 pp / 16 color
Hardcover
978-1-61689-766-6
$24.95 / £17.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld Eng lis h

Discover the magnificent art of Leonardo da Vinci, Renaissance master, through
this newest addition to the popular Meet the Artist! series. Leonardo’s full range of
work, from his exquisite paintings and sculptures to his brilliant inventions and
codes, is included in this pop-up activity book. Flaps, cutouts, and pull tabs invite
young readers and budding artists to engage in a hands-on exploration of history’s
most creative genius and even create their own ideal city.

52495
9 781616 897666
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Patricia Geis has written and designed over forty children’s books, including
the Meet the Artist! and Draw Like an Artist series. She lives in Barcelona, Spain.
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The Meet the Artist! series is an exciting hands-on introduction to remarkable artists. Featuring a mix of popups, lift-up flaps, and cutouts, these interactive books explore each artist’s creative evolution by encouraging
imaginative play with the signature details of their best-known works.

Alexander Calder

Pablo Picasso

Meet the Artist!
Patricia Geis
8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 29.8 cm
16 pp / 47 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-225-8 / $24.95 / £15.99

Meet the Artist!
Patricia Geis
8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 29.8 cm
16 pp / 48 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-251-7 / $24.95 / £15.99

R igh ts: wor ld english

R igh ts: wor ld english

52495
9 781616 892258

52495
9 781616 892517

Henri Matisse

Vincent van Gogh

Meet the Artist!
Patricia Geis
8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 29.8 cm
16 pp / 48 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-282-1 / $24.95 / £15.99

Meet the Artist!
Patricia Geis
8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 29.8 cm
16 pp / 48 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-456-6 / $24.95 / £15.99

R igh ts: wor ld english

R igh ts: wor ld english

52495
9 781616 892821

52495
9 781616 894566

MEET THE ARTIST! SERIES
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My Nature Sticker
Activity Books

present a range of interactive
activities and stickers that
keep children entertained
for hours. A quiz at the
end of each book tests their
knowledge of the fun facts
they have learned.
“The first time you show your little
nature lovers these books, do not let
them know there are stickers involved.
Because these are the rare activity
books that can hold their own on the
quirky, information-packed writing
and exquisite artwork alone.”
—New York Times Book Review

At the Seashore

In the Vegetable Garden

My Nature Sticker Activity Book
Olivia Cosneau
8.75 x 11.875 in / 22.2 x 30 cm
24 pp / 25 color
Includes 120 stickers and 24 activities
Paperback / Ages: 5 and up
978-1-61689-461-0 / $7.99

My Nature Sticker Activity Book
Olivia Cosneau
8.75 x 11.875 in / 22.2 x 30 cm
24 pp / 18 color
Includes 102 stickers and 24 activities
Paperback / Ages: 5 and up
978-1-61689-571-6 / $7.99

Ri ghts: north and sou t h a m e r i c a ,
japan

R i gh ts: n ort h a n d sou t h a m e r i c a ,
ja pa n

50799
9 781616 894610

50799
9 781616 895716

In the Age of Dinosaurs

Butterflies of the World

Birds of the World

My Nature Sticker Activity Book
Olivia Cosneau
8.75 x 11.875 in / 22.2 x 30 cm
24 pp / 25 color
Includes 85 stickers and 24 activities
Paperback / Ages: 5 and up
978-1-61689-469-6 / $7.99 / £5.99

My Nature Sticker Activity Book
Olivia Cosneau
8.75 x 11.875 in / 22.2 x 30 cm
24 pp / 25 color
Includes 56 stickers and 24 activities
Paperback / Ages: 5 and up
978-1-61689-465-8 / $7.99 / £5.99

My Nature Sticker Activity Book
Olivia Cosneau
8.75 x 11.875 in / 22.2 x 30 cm
24 pp / 20 color
Includes 104 stickers and 24 activities
Paperback / Ages: 5 and up
978-1-61689-566-2 / $7.99 / £5.99

R i g h ts: wo rld e ng lis h

Ri ghts: world engl i sh

R i gh ts: wor l d e n gl i sh

50799

50799

50799

9 781616 894696
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9 781616 894658

MY NATURE STICKER ACTIVITY BOOKS

9 781616 895662

In the Ocean

Garden Insects and Bugs

My Nature Sticker Activity Book
Olivia Cosneau
8.75 x 11.875 in. / 22 x 30 cm
24 pp / 18 color / 80 stickers
Paperback / Ages: 5 and up
978-1-61689-669-0 / $7.99 / £5.99

My Nature Sticker Activity Book
Olivia Cosneau
8.75 x 11.875 in. / 22 x 30 cm
24 pp / 20 color / 112 stickers
Paperback / Ages: 5 and up
978-1-61689-664-5 / $7.99

Rig hts : Wo rld En glish

R i gh ts: n ort h a n d sou t h a m e r i c a , Ja pa n

50799
9 781616 896690

50799
9 781616 896645

Draw Like an Artist

Draw Like an Artist

Pop Art
Patricia Geis
9.25 x 11.75 in / 23.5 x 29.8 cm
64 pp / 36 illustrations
Paperback / Ages: 10 and up
978-1-61689-701-7 / $14.99 / £10.99

A Self-Portrait Sketchbook
Patricia Geis
9.25 x 11.75 in / 23.5 x 29.8 cm
48 pp / 25 images
Paperback / Ages: 10 and up
978-1-61689-510-5 / $12.99 / £8.99

Rig hts : wo rld engli sh

R i gh ts: Wor l d En gl i sh

51499

51299

9 781616 897017

9 781616 895105

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOKS
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More
Activity Books
and Games

51695
9 781616 896263

52995
9 781616 894214

Animal Camouflage:
Search and Find
Sarah Dennis and Sam Hutchinson
9.75 x 9.75 in / 25 x 25 cm
32 pp / 30 color
Hardcover / Ages: 6–9
978-1-61689-626-3 / $16.95

51895
9 781616 894979

Art Up Close
Claire d’Harcourt
10.5 x 14.5 in / 26.5 x 37 cm
64 pp / 360 color
Hardcover / Ages: 6 and up
978-1-61689-421-4 / $29.95 / £21.99

Drawing in Space
Harriet Russell
8.25 x 11 in / 21 x 28 cm
64 pp / 170 color
Paperback / Ages: 5 and up
978-1-61689-497-9 / $18.95 / £11.99

R igh ts: Wor ld English

R igh ts: nort h a mer ic a a n d t he U K

R igh ts: Nort h A mer ic a

51895
9 781616 894184

51495

52995
9 781616 894146

51995
9 781616 896508

9 781616 895525

Drawing in the Sea
Harriet Russell
8.25 x 11 in / 21 x 28 cm
64 pp / 170 color
Paperback / Ages: 5 and up
978-1-61689-418-4 / $18.95 / £11.99

Masterpieces Up Close
Claire d’Harcourt
10.5 x 14.5 in / 26.5 x 37 cm
64 pp / 208 color / 21 lift-up flaps
Hardcover / Ages: 6 and up
978-1-61689-414-6 / $29.95 / £18.99

Mud Book
John Cage and Lois Long
4.875 x 5 in / 12.4 x 12.7 cm
40 pp / 26 color
Hardcover / Ages: 3 and up
978-1-61689-552-5 / $14.95 / £10.99

Night and Day
Julie Safirstein
10 x 12.5 in / 26 x 32 cm
14 pp / 4-color throughout
Hardcover / Ages: 3 and up
978-1-61689-650-8 / $19.95 / £16.99

R igh ts: nort h a mer ic a a n d t he U K

R igh ts: wor ld english

R igh ts: Wor ld, exclu di ng I ta ly

R igh ts: Wor ld English

9 781616 894399

51495

51495

51995
9 781616 895211

Paper Zoo
Oscar Sabini
11 x 8.25 in / 28 x 21 cm
64 pp / 112 color & 30 b+w
Hardcover / Ages: 6 and up
978-1-61689-439-9 / $19.95 / £11.99

Sticker, Shape, Create
Thereza Rowe
8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 30 cm
64 pp / 60 images / 1,500 stickers
Paperback / Ages: 5–8
978-1-61689-521-1 / $14.95

R igh ts: nort h a mer ic a

R igh ts: nort h a mer ic a

9 781616 897048

Crocodile and Friends
Animal Memory Game
Natacha Andriamirado
and Delphine Renon
6.375 x 6.375 x 1.25 in / 16 x 16 x 3.2 cm
52 cards total (26 pairs) / Ages: 3 and up
978-1-61689-704-8 / $14.95 / £12.99
R igh ts: wor ld English,
exclu di ng FRA NCE, BELGIUM,
SW ITZERLA N D, a n d quebec
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CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOKS

Picture Books

51795

51695

51795
9 781616 894283

9 781616 895693

A Walk in the Forest
Maria Dek
7.87 x 9.85 in / 20 x 25 cm
48 pp / 4-color throughout
Hardcover / Ages: 3–6
978-1-61689-569-3 / $17.95 / £11.99

9 781616 895051

The Brownstone
Paula Scher, illustrated by
Stan Mack
8 x 11 in / 20.5 x 28 cm
32 pp / 17 color
Hardcover / Ages: 3–8
978-1-61689-428-3 / $17.95 / £10.99

R igh ts: Wor ld English

The Fish and the Cat
Marianne Dubuc
7.5 x 9.5 in / 19 x 24 cm
92 pp / 45 color
Hardcover / Ages: 2 and up
978-1-61689-505-1 / $16.95
R igh ts: Nort h A mer ic a

R igh ts: wor ld

51495
9 781616 896157

51795

51795

51895
9 781616 894320

9 781616 894948

From Morning to Night
Flavia Ruotolo
6 x 8 in / 15.2 x 20.3 cm
40 pp
Hardcover / Ages: 4 and up
978-1-61689-615-7 / $14.95 / £10.99

Listen! Listen!
Ann and Paul Rand
8.25 x 10 in / 21 x 25.5 cm
32 pp / 31 color
Hardcover / Ages: 3–5
978-1-61689-494-8 / $17.95 / £10.99

Wor ld English

R igh ts: wor ld, exclu di ng fr a nce

The Quiet Crocodile
Natacha Andriamirado and
Delphine Renon
11 x 7 in / 28 x 18 cm
40 pp / 36 color
Hardcover / Ages: 2–4
978-1-61689-610-2 / $17.95 / £11.99

R igh ts: wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld English

US $17.95 / UK £10.99

Rand & King

Ann Rand (1918–2012) was
trained as an architect under Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe and is the author of
several children’s books, including
Little 1, Sparkle and Spin, and I Know
a Lot of Things.

What
Can I Be?

Ingrid Fiksdahl King is a painter

What Can I Be?

and professor emeritus of architecture
at NTNU Norway. She is a coauthor,
with Christopher Alexander, of A Pattern
Language, one of the most influential
books on architecture and planning.
She lives in Berkeley, CA.

9 781616 896102

The Pancake King
Phyllis La Farge, illustrated by
Seymour Chwast
11.5 x 9 in / 29 x 23 cm
32 pp / 16 color
Hardcover / Ages: 3–8
978-1-61689-432-0 / $18.95 / £11.99

by Ann Rand
& Ingrid Fiksdahl King

Triangles, squares, circles,
and lines spring to life in
vibrant bursts of color
as they ask: What can I be?
A green triangle ponders
becoming a tent, a kite, a
Christmas tree, and the sail
of a boat . . . or why not all
of these things?

51795

9 781616 894726

ISBN 978-1-61689-472-6 | US $17.95 / UK £10.99
Jacket Illustrations ©2016 by Ingrid King
Jacket Design by Mia Johnson
Printed in China

51795
9 781616 895990

Sleep Tight, Charlie
Michaël Escoffier and
Kris Di Giacomo
9 x 11.75 in / 28 x 30 cm
56 pp / 24 color
Hardcover / Ages: 3–5
978-1-61689-599-0 / $17.95
R igh ts: Nort h A mer ic a

51695
9 781616 894597

Strange Trees
Bernadette Pourquié
8.75 x 12 in / 22 x 30.5 cm
40 pp / 30 color
Hardcover / Ages: 6 and up
978-1-61689-459-7 / $16.95
R igh ts: Nort h A mer ic a

51795
9 781616 894726

What Can I Be?
Ann Rand and
Ingrid Fiksdahl King
7 x 9.5 in / 17.8 x 24.1 cm
32 pages / 16 color
Hardcover / Ages: 3–5
978-1-61689-472-6 / $17.95 / £10.99

51795
9 781616 896027

When I Am Big
Maria Dek
8 x 10 in / 20 x 25.4 cm
48 pp
Hardcover / Ages: 4 and up
978-1-61689-602-7 / $17.95 / £12.99
R igh ts: Wor ld English

R igh ts: wor ld

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOKS
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Who Built That? Bridges
Didier Cornille
12.5 x 5.5 in / 32 x 14 cm
96 pp / 90 color
Hardcover / Ages: 6 and up
978-1-61689-516-7
$17.95 / £10.99
R i gh ts: wor l d e n gl i sh
51795
9 781616 895167

“A work of beauty and a conveyance into
human ingenuity.”
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

Who Built That? Skyscrapers
Didier Cornille
6.7 x 9.75 in / 17 x 25 cm
84 pp / 70 color
Hardcover / Ages: 6 and up
978-1-61689-270-8
$16.95 / £10.95
R i gh ts: wor l d e n gl i sh
51695
9 781616 892708

“Clear prose and crisply drafted illustrations,
including exploded and cutaway views of some
of the buildings, make this an accessible guide
to a handful of remarkable buildings.”
—Publishers Weekly

Who Built That? Modern Houses
Didier Cornille
9.75 x 6.7 in / 25 x 17 cm
84 pp / 85 color
Hardcover / Ages: 6 and up
978-1-61689-263-0
$16.95 / £10.95
R i gh ts: wor l d e n gl i sh
51695
9 781616 892630
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WHO BUILT THAT? SERIES

Paper + Goods

Grids & Guides Navy
A Notebook for Visual Thinkers
A handsome new notebook in the classic Grids
& Guides series, this navy edition joins the
bestselling cloth-covered black, red, and gray
notebooks, offering 160 pages of varied graph
paper interspersed with engaging charts and
infographics—from weaving patterns and pulley
systems to map projections and cell biology. The
classic navy cloth is sure to lure those already
enamored with the Grids & Guides line, as well as
anyone looking for a neutral and stylish notebook.
September 2018
5.75 x 8.25 in / 15 x 21 cm
160 pp
Hardcover, cloth-covered, with half jacket
978-1-61689-732-1
$16.95 / £13.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51695
9 781616 897321
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Grids & Guides Micro
Pocket-Size Notebooks
Our bestselling Grids & Guides line,
writ small! Compact and stylish, the
matchbook style pad flips open to
reveal a custom infographic (each color
has a different graphic) and 60
perforated mini-grid sheets perfect for
small lists and tiny missives.
September 2018
3 x 4.25 in / 7.6 x 10.18 cm
60 sheets / perforated / micro grid pages
Flip-open cover
978-1-61689-763-5 (blue)
$7.95 / £6.99
R i ghts : Wo rld
50795
9 781616 897635

September 2018
3 x 4.25 in / 7.6 x 10.18 cm
60 sheets / perforated / micro grid pages
Flip-open cover
978-1-61689-756-7 (black)
$7.95 / £6.99
R i ghts : Wo rld
50795
9 781616 897567
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The Night Sky
Fifty Postcards
What is our place in the universe? For as long as
humans have asked this question, we’ve looked to
the night sky for answers. Whether through sketches,
scientific experiments, photography, or painting, we
are fascinated by the study of what lies beyond. This
handsome foil-stamped box holds fifty postcards,
each with a single sublime image: pages from Galileo’s
sketchbooks, Chinese star maps, artist interpretations
of the universe, and rarely seen images from the
NASA archives. This sparkly box is perfect for your
favorite stargazer or celestial-inspired friend.
October 2018
3.875 x 5.625 in / 9.84 x 14.29 cm
50 postcards, 2-piece upright box
with deep lift-off lid,
and gold foil stamping
978-1-61689-734-5
$16.95 / £14.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51695
9 781616 897345

Also Available...
Observer’s Notebook
Astronomy
978-1-61689-538-9
$18.95 / £13.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51895
9 781616 895389
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Button Box
100 Postcards
Busy Beaver Button Museum

Conversation starters, political statements, declarations
of pride, and cultural artifacts, buttons have mirrored
social and political movements in the United States
since their invention at the close of the nineteeth century.
This delightful box contains one hundred colorful
postcards featuring over three hundred buttons—bold,
whimsical, historic, funny, sincere and nostalgic—
from the collection of the Busy Beaver Button Museum.
Each postcard is perfect for for sending, saving, or
pinning up.
Busy Beaver Button Museum was founded in Chicago
in 2009 and is dedicated to the preservation of history
as told through pin-back buttons.
September 2018
4.5 x 6.5 x 3 in / 11.43 x 16.51 x 7.62 cm
100 full-color postcards / 6 tabbed dividers
24-pp booklet, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-724-6
$19.95 / £16.99
R i ghts : Wo rld
51995
9 781616 897246
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Observe, Collect, Draw!
A Visual Journal
Giorgia Lupi and Stefanie Posavec

A guided journal with a fresh approach to the trend
of journal-as-tool-for-self-examination. The journal is
delightfully illustrated in the authors’ trademark style—
accessible, whimsical, detailed. Blending inspiring
examples with engaging instruction, this journal asks:
What do we learn about ourselves when we measure
our gratitude, confidence, and distraction levels?
What do our collections say about who we are: our
books, music, the clothes we wear? Observe, Collect,
Draw! functions as a mini-course in information
design, as accessible to beginners as it is engaging to
seasoned info designers.
September 2018
7 x 9 in / 18 x 23 cm
160 pp / full color
Textured hardcover
978-1-61689-714-7
$18.95 / £15.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51895
9 781616 897147

When sharing your drawings
on social media, use the hashtags
#deardata and #observecountdraw
to link your work so the wider
community of people
documenting their lives
through drawing!
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An Architect’s Pencil Set
The Colors of Michael Graves
Michael Graves Architecture & Design

This striking colored pencil set from legendary architect
Michael Graves’s firm contains twenty-four colored pencils in
his richly sophisticated palette. The textured box has a lift-off
lid and pulls out of a glossy die-cut sleeve showcasing a perfect
grid of squares—a subtle nod to the designer’s penchant
for designing windows in a grid. A folded enclosure features
an inspiring essay on the use of color in the design process.
Both minimal and elegant, the set reflects Graves’s aesthetic
and the architects and designers who will savor it as a gift
and use it in their work.
Michael Graves (1934–2015), pioneering architect and product
designer famous for the Portland Building and the Alessi
“Whistling Bird” Teakettle, was widely admired for his
mastery of color.
October 2018
7.25 x 7.5 x .625 in / 18.4 x 19 x 1.5 cm
24 sharpened colored pencils
Insert with essay on color by Michael Graves
Box with lift-off lid, die-cut sleeve
978-1-61689-752-9
$24.95 / £19.99
R i ghts : Wo rld
52495
9 781616 897529
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The Olivetti Pattern Series
Pencil Set
Made By Memo

Twelve charming pencils inside a very charming box.
Printed with distinctive red-and-black patterns made
on the iconic Olivetti typewriter, these elegant pencils
contain soft graphite, perfect for sketching, editing,
drawing, and writing. The Olivetti typewriter is held
in the collections of the MoMA and the Cooper
Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum and revered
by playwrights, screenwriters, and novelists: Cormac
McCarthy, Sylvia Plath, John Cheever, Leonard
Cohen, Francis Ford Coppola, and Tom Hanks,
among others.
September 2018
7.375 x 2.25 x .875 in / 18.7 x 5.7 x 2.2 cm
Box with lid and shrink-wrapped tray
12 sharpened pencils, black graphite
6 designs (2 of each)
978-1-61689-745-1
$14.95 / £12.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51495
9 781616 897451
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Also Available...
The Olivetti
Pattern Series
Notebook
978-1-61689-625-6
$18.95 / £14.99

The Olivetti
Pattern Series
Notecards
978-61689-534-1
$15.95 / £11.99

R i gh ts: Wor l d

R i gh ts: Wor l d
51895

9 781616 896256
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51595
9 781616 895341

Art Deco Notecards & Envelopes
Coralie Bickford-Smith

These striking notecards embody the glamour,
luxury, and exuberance of the Art Deco period,
with a twist of modern whimsy. Pair one of four
unique card designs with a choice of two
different pattern-lined envelopes. Foil-stamped
in gold throughout, this set is as perfect for
penning correspondence as it is for celebrating
a momentous occasion.
Coralie Bickford-Smith is an awardwinning designer and is the author
of The Fox and the Star and The Worm
and the Bird.
September 2018
5 x 6 x 3 in / 21.59 x 15.24 x 7.62 cm
10 notecards (4 designs)
10 envelopes (2 designs)
Foil-stamped box, cards, and envelopes
978-1-61689-740-6
$18.95 / £15.99
R i ghts : Wo rld
51895
9 781616 897406
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Thoreau Notebook
Writer, naturalist, and iconoclastic thinker, Henry
David Thoreau is treasured by writers, walkers,
readers, environmentalists, and tax resisters. This
journal is perfect for meditations on simple living or
woodland walks or penning essays on contemporary
civil disobedience. This handsome notebook includes
a sage green cloth spine, delicately lined pages, and
a green ribbon marker. Interior pages feature vintage
images of Walden Pond, pages from Thoreau’s own
notebooks, surveys in his own hand, and replicas
of dried plant samples from his personal collection.
September 2018
5.75 x 8.25 in / 15 x 21 cm
160 pp / 26 full-color images
Hardcover, cloth spine, ribbon marker
978-1-61689-744-4
$18.95 / £15.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51895
9 781616 897444

Also Available...

Thoreau Notecards
4.75 x 6 in / 12 x 15 cm
12 notecards
(4 quotes repeating 3 times)
with full-color envelopes
978-1-61689-488-7 / $14.95 / £10.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
51495
9 781616 894887
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Buddha Notecards

Einstein Notecards

Emily Dickinson Notecards

4.75 x 6 in / 12 x 15 cm
12 notecards
(4 quotes repeating 3 times)
with full-color envelopes
978-1-61689-519-8 / $14.95 / £10.99

4.75 x 6 in / 12 x 15 cm
12 notecards
(4 quotes repeating 3 times)
with full-color envelopes
978-1-61689-576-1 / $14.95 / £10.99

4.75 x 6 in / 12 x 15 cm
12 notecards
(4 quotes repeating 3 times)
with full-color envelopes
978-1-61689-580-8 / $14.95 / £10.99

R i ghts : Wo rld

Ri ghts: World

R i gh ts: Wor l d

51495
9 781616 895198

51495

51495

9 781616 895808

9 781616 895761

William Morris Notecards

John Muir Notecards

Walt Whitman Notecards

4.75 x 6 in / 12 x 15 cm
12 notecards
(4 quotes repeating 3 times)
with full-color envelopes
978-1-61689-525-9 / $14.95 / £10.99

4.75 x 6 in / 12 x 15 cm
12 notecards
(4 quotes repeating 3 times)
with full-color envelopes
978-1-61689-652-2 / $14.95 / £10.99

4.75 x 6 in / 12 x 15 cm
12 notecards
(4 quotes repeating 3 times)
with envelopes
978-1-61689-677-5 / $14.95 / £12.99

R i g hts : Wo rld
e xclud ing Ja pa n, Ko re a

Ri ghts: World

R i gh ts: Wor l d
51495

51495

51495
9 781616 896522

9 781616 896775

9 781616 895259
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Grids & Guides

Grids & Guides Tracebook

Grids & Guides Drawing Pad

3 Notepads for Visual Thinkers
6 x 9 in / 15 x 23 cm
Set of 3 notepads in green, blue, and red
50 sheets each, bound at top
J-band, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-370-5 / $14.95 / £10.99

5.75 x 8.25 in / 14.5 x 21 cm
2 notebooks bound with bellyband
60 pp each
Sewn spine with front and back flaps
978-1-61689-642-3
$18.95 / £15.99

14 x 10 in / 25.5 x 35.5 cm
50 sheets of graph paper in 3 patterns,
perforated, thick black backing board,
shrink-wrapped with sticker
978-1-61689-635-5
$16.95 / £14.99

R i g h ts : wo rld

Ri ghts: World

R i gh ts: Wor l d

51495

9 781616 896423

9 781616 893705

51695

51895

9 781616 896355

Grids & Guides

Grids & Guides (Red)

Grids & Guides (Gray)

A Notebook for Visual Thinkers
5.75 x 8.25 in / 15 x 21 cm
160 pp / Hardcover,
cloth-covered, with 1/2-jacket
978-1-61689-232-6 / $16.95 / £12.99

A Notebook for Visual Thinkers
5.75 x 8.25 in / 15 x 21 cm
160 pp / Hardcover,
cloth-covered, with 1/2-jacket
978-1-61689-422-1 / $16.95 / £12.99

A Notebook for Visual Thinkers
5.75 x 8.25 in / 15 x 21 cm
160 pp / 8 full-color pages
Hardcover, cloth-covered, with 1/2-jacket
978-1-61689-527-3 / $16.95 / £12.99

R i g h ts: wo rld

Ri ghts: world

R i gh ts: wor l d

9 781616 894221

9 781616 892326
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GRIDS & GUIDES

51695

51695

51695

9 781616 895273

Grids & Guides Pencils

Tutti Frutti Pencils

A Pencil Set for Visual Thinkers
57 x 2 x 0.7 in / 18 x 5 x 1.5 cm
Box with lid and shrink-wrapped tray; 12 single-sided,
hexagonal sharpened pencils: 6 black graphite, 6 blue color
Includes ruler with die cuts
978-1-61689-466-5 / $14.95 / £10.99

R i gh ts: wor l d

Louise Fili
7.375 x 2.25 x 0.875 in / 18.7 x 5.7 x 2.2 cm
12 double-sided pencils / shrink-wrapped
6 colors: red/green, blue/orange, yellow/purple
978-1-61689-337-8 / $14.95 / £10.99
51495

R i g hts : wo rld
51495
9 781616 893378

9 781616 894665

Brillante Pencils

Perfetto Pencils

Louise Fili
7.375 x 2.25 x 0.875 in / 18.7 x 5.7 x 2.2 cm
Box with lid and shrink-wrapped tray
12 sharpened double-sided pencils
6 colors: silver/purple, copper/blue, gold/green
978-1-61689-513-6 / $14.95 / £10.99

R i gh ts: wor l d

Louise Fili
7.375 x 2.25 x 0.875 in / 18.7 x 5.7 x 2.2 cm
12 double-sided pencils / shrink-wrapped
2 colors: red/black
978-1-61689-243-2 / $14.95 / £10.99
51495

R i g hts : wo rld
51495
9 781616 892432

9 781616 895136

PENCILS
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Birthday
Box
51995

51495

9 781616 896959

9 781616 894276

9 781616 893484

9 781616 892845

Animal Box
100 Postcards by 10 Artists
4.25 x 6.25 in / 10.79 x 15.87 cm
100 full-color postcards
10 tabbed dividers
24-pp booklet, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-348-4
$19.95 / £14.99

The Architect Says Notebooks
4.25 x 5.75 in / 10.79 x 14.61 cm
Set of 3 gridded notebooks
64 pp each
Foil-stamped paperback with sewn
spine, J-band, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-427-6
$14.95 / £10.99

Birthday Box
100 Postcards by 10 Artists
7 x 5.5 x 1.25 in / 17.75 x 14 x 3 cm
20 folded notecards (20 designs)
20 envelopes (5 colors)
12-page booklet with artist Q&A
978-1-61689-695-9
$18.95 / £15.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

51495

City and Country Notecards
4.75 x 6 in / 12.1 x 15.2 cm
12 full-color notecards
(12 designs) and envelopes
978-1-61689-186-2
$14.95 / £10.99
R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

9 781616 896867

9 781616 896324

Dear Data Postcard Kit
Giorgia Lupi and Stefanie Posavec
5 x 7 in / 12.7 x 17.7 cm
20 postcards with prompts, 12 postcard
art prints, 2 packets, bellyband
4-color how-to booklet
978-1-61689-632-4
$16.95 / £14.99

Curious Feast
100 Postcards by 10 Artists
4.25 x 6.25 in / 10.79 x 15.87 cm
100 full-color postcards
10 tabbed dividers
24-pp booklet, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-470-2
$19.95 / £14.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

51495

52495
9 781616 896447

9 781616 895228

Emily Dickinson Notebook
5.75 x 8.25 in / 15 x 21 cm
160 pp / 60 full-color images
Hardcover, cloth spine,
ribbon marker
978-1-61689-686-7
$18.95 / £15.99

Fifty Type Specimens
4.25 x 5.375 x 1.437 in /
10.15 x 12.17 x 2.5 cm
50 postcards, 2-piece upright box,
cloth covered with foil stamping
978-1-61689-644-7
$24.95 / £23.99

Finding Home Notecards
Traer Scott
4.75 x 6 in / 12 x 15 cm
12 notecards with envelopes
12 different breeds
978-1-61689-522-8
$14.95 / £10.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld
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51995

Color Theory Notecards
5.5 x 7 in / 14 x 18 cm
12 notecards
(6 designs repeating 2 times)
12 envelopes
(4 designs repeating 3 times)
978-1-61689-585-3
$16.95 / £12.99

51895

51695

R igh ts: Wor ld

9 781616 894702

9 781616 895853

Clip Art
20 Historical Paper Clips
8.5 x 4.5 in / 21.5 x 10 cm
20 paper clips (10 designs, 2 of each)
silver and brass
978-1-61689-697-3
$15.00 / £13.99

Birthstone Notecards
4.75 x 6 in / 12.1 x 15.2 cm
12 full-color, fluorescent
notecards (12 designs) and envelopes,
artist-statement sheet
978-1-61689-284-5
$14.95 / £10.99

51695

51500
9 781616 896973

9 781616 891862

51495

51895

PAPER + GOODS BACKLIST

51695

51995
9 781616 896713

9 781616 893675

9 781616 895310

Flower Box
100 Postcards by 10 Artists
4.25 x 6.25 in / 10.79 x 15.87 cm
100 full-color postcards
10 tabbed dividers
24-page booklet with artist Q&A
978-1-61689-671-3
$19.95 / £16.99

Fredericks & Mae
Animal Masks Notecards
5.5 x 6.5 in / 14 x 16.5 cm
12 full-color notecards
(6 die-cut designs repeating
2 times), shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-367-5
$16.95 / £12.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

I Am a Man
Journal
4.375 x 7 in / 11 x 17.8 cm
142 pp, lined
Paperback
978-1-61689-253-1
$10.95 / £7.99
R igh ts: Wor ld

Modern Typography Notecards
4.75 x 6 x 1.5 in / 12 x 15 x 4 cm
12 notecards (6 designs repeating 2
times), 12 envelopes
948-1-61689-648-5
$14.95 / £12.99
R igh ts: Wor ld

51695

51595

9 781616 895891

9 781616 895983

Keep Fresh, Stay Rad
100 Postcards
4.25 x 6.25 in / 10.79 x 15.87 cm
100 full-color postcards
10 tabbed dividers
24-pp booklet, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-301-9
$19.95 / £14.99

Living Pattern
Postcard Packet
5 x 7 in / 12.7 x 17.7 cm
24 postcards
(12 designs repeating 2 times)
Keepsake envelope, bellyband
978-1-61689-598-3
$15.95 / £11.99

Mail Box
Twenty Envelopes for Sending,
Sorting, Saving, and Collecting
9.5 x 5.75 in / 24 x 14.5 cm
20 envelopes, assorted sizes
(5 designs, 4 of each)
978-1-61689-589-1
$16.95 / £13.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

51495

51495
9 781616 896485

R igh ts: Wor ld

Fredericks & Mae
Playing Cards
2.875 x 3.75 x 1 in / 7.3 x 9.5 x 2.5 cm
Box with lift-off lid, foil stamping
54 full-color playing cards
32-pp booklet, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-359-0
$12.95 / £9.99
R igh ts: Wor ld

9 781616 893019

9 781616 892531

9 781616 893590

Fredericks & Mae
Paper Games
5 x 5 x 2.25 in / 12.7 x 12.7 x 5.7 cm
5 tear-off pads:
150 sheets per pad
978-1-61689-531-0
$19.95 / £16.99

51995

51095

51295

51995

9 781616 891381

51495
9 781616 894252

51895
9 781616 895389

Nests & Eggs Notecards
4.75 x 6 in / 12.1 x 15.2 cm
12 full-color notecards
(6 designs repeating 2 times)
and envelopes
978-1-61689-138-1
$14.95 / £10.99

Night Owl Journal
Traer Scott
5.25 x 7.25 in / 13.5 x 18.5 cm
160 pp, lined, black edging
Hardcover
978-1-61689-425-2
$14.95 / £10.99

Observer’s Notebook
Astronomy
7 x 9 in / 18 x 23 cm
160 pp / 8 full color pages
Hardcover
978-1-61689-538-9
$18.95 / £13.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

PAPER + GOODS BACKLIST
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51895
9 781616 896911

9 781616 895372

9 781616 896379

51895

51895

51895

9 781616 895839

Observer’s Notebook
Butterflies
7 x 9 in / 18 x 23 cm
160 pp / 16 full-color pages
Hardcover, cloth-covered
978-1-61689-691-1
$18.95 / £14.99

Observer’s Notebook
Home
7 x 9 in / 18 x 23 cm
160 pp / 16 full-color pages
Hardcover, cloth-covered
978-1-61689-637-9
$18.95 / £14.99

Observer’s Notebook
Trees
7 x 9 in / 18 x 23 cm
160 pp / 8 full color pages
Hardcover, cloth-covered
978-1-61689-537-2
$18.95 / £13.99

Observer’s Notebook
Weather
7 x 9 in / 18 x 23 cm
160 pp / 8 full color pages
Hardcover, cloth-covered
978-1-61689-583-9
$18.95 / £13.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

51895

9 781616 895341

9 781616 896256

51495

51595

52195
9 781616 891886

9 781616 891435

The Olivetti Pattern Series
Notebook
5.75 x 8.25 in / 15 x 21 cm
160 pp
Hardcover, bellyband
2 ribbons: black and red
978-1-61689-625-6
$18.95 / £14.99

The Olivetti Pattern
Series Notecards
5.75 x 7 in / 14 x 18 cm
12 notecards with envelopes
(4 designs repeating 3 times),
shrink-wrapped
978-61689-534-1
$15.95 / £11.99

Paula Scher: MAPS
New York / Paris / London:
Three Mini Journals
4.25 x 5.75 in / 10.8 x 14.6 cm
Set of 3 journals, 64 pp each
(1 gridded / 1 lined / 1 blank)
978-1-61689-143-5
$14.95 / £10.99

Pattern Box
100 Postcards by 10 Contemporary
Pattern Designers
4.25 x 6.25 in / 10.79 x 15.87 cm
100 full-color postcards
24-page booklet, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-188-6
$21.95 / £15.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

9 781616 892470

9 781616 894108

Pattern Papers
Stationery Set
8.75 x 6.125 in / 22.2 x 15.5 cm
18 writing sheets, envelopes,
and stickers (9 designs repeating 2
times), shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-247-0
$15.95 / £11.99
R igh ts: Wor ld
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51495

51495

51595

9 781616 892791

Quatre Mots Français
Louise Fili
Notecards
6 x 4.75 in / 15 x 12 cm
12 full-color notecards
(4 designs repeating 3 times)
and envelopes
978-1-61689-410-8
$14.95 / £10.99

Quattro Parole Italiane
Louise Fili
Notecards
6 x 4.75 in / 15 x 12 cm
12 full-color notecards
(4 designs repeating 3 times)
and envelopes
978-1-61689-279-1
$14.95 / £10.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

PAPER + GOODS BACKLIST

51595
9 781616 894849

San Francisco: Portrait
of a City Notecards
Fred Lyon
5.75 x 7 in / 12.5 x 18 cm
Box with lift-off lid
12 duotone notecards and envelopes
978-1-61689-484-9
$15.95 / £11.99
R igh ts: Wor ld

51695

9 781616 894818

9 781616 894177

Sigrid Calon Notecards
4.5 x 6.375 in / 11.5 x 16 cm
12 deluxe perforated notecards
(24 designs) and envelopes
978-1-61689-417-7
$16.95 / £12.99
R igh ts: Wor ld

9 781616 896805

Stamp Garden
10.5 x 1.75 x 3.5 in / 25.5 x 1.9 x 9 cm
Matchbox-style box
25 wood-backed rubber stamps,
green and pink double ink pad
978-1-61689-680-5
$24.95 / £19.99

Stampville
10.5 x 1.75 x 3.5 in / 25.5 x 1.9 x 9 cm
Matchbox-style box
25 wood-backed rubber stamps,
yellow and blue double ink pad
978-1-61689-601-0
$24.95 / £19.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

51895
9 781616 896294

Sunprint Notecards
The Cyanotypes of Anna Atkins
5.75 x 7 in / 14 x 18 cm
12 notecards with envelopes
(12 designs)
Keepsake box, bellyband
978-1-61689-591-4
$15.95 / £12.99

9 781616 896010

Sigrid Calon Memory Game
3.5 x 3.5 x 4.125 in /
8.9 x 8.9 x 10.5 cm
Decorative box with lid
52 cards total (26 pairs)
978-1-61689-481-8
$18.95 / £13.99

51595

9 781616 895914

52495

52495

51895

51895
9 781616 894337

Thinking of You Notecards
Brian Rea
5.75 x 7 in / 14 x 18 cm
20 notecards (20 designs)
20 envelopes
978-1-61689-629-4
$18.95 / £14.99
R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

51495

9 781616 891466

Vintage Sparkle
15 Festive Ornaments
9 x 5 x 1.5 in / 23 x 12.7 x 3.81 cm
15 box ornaments with string
Hinged box, bellyband,
shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-433-7
$18.95 / £13.99

Vintage Typography Notecards
4.75 x 6 in / 12.1 x 15.2 cm
12 2-color notecards
(6 designs repeating 2 times)
and envelopes
978-1-61689-146-6
$14.95 / £10.99
R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

B R YA N N A S H G I L L
1 2 A S SO RT E D N O T E CA R D S A N D E N V E L O PE S

9 781616 896829

Wild Sea Notecards
Superfolk
5.5 x 7 x 1.75 in / 14 x 18 x 4.5 cm
12 notecards (6 designs)
12 envelopes
978-1-61689-682-9
$16.95 / £14.99
R igh ts: Wor ld

51695

51895

51695

9 781616 895433

9 781616 892968

51595

9 781616 891473

Woodcut Memory Game
Bryan Nash Gill
3.5 x 3.5 x 4.125 in /
8.9 x 8.9 x 10.5 cm
Decorative box with lid
52 cards total (26 pairs)
978-1-61689-543-3
$18.95 / £13.99

Woodcut Notebooks
Bryan Nash Gill
5.4 x 7 in / 14 x 17.8 cm
Set of 4 lined journals / 64 pp each
Paperback with sewn spine,
bellyband, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-296-8
$16.95 / £12.99

Woodcut Notecards
Bryan Nash Gill
5.25 x 6.5 in / 13.3 x 16.51 cm
12 full-color notecards
(6 designs repeating 2 times)
and envelopes, bellyband
978-1-61689-147-3
$15.95 / £11.99

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld

R igh ts: Wor ld
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Recent Highlights & Great Gifts

The Humane Gardener
Nurturing a Backyard Habitat for Wildlife
Nancy Lawson
5.5 x 8 in / 14 x 20.3 cm
224 pp / 175 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-554-9 / $24.95 / £16.99
R i gh ts: WORLD
52495
9 781616 895549

“Give Lawson a lot of credit for writing a very important book
that everyone with a container garden to a postage stamp yard to
a large piece of property should read. Lawson’s passionate plea to
be humane includes practical and low-cost solutions to enable us
to cohabit peacefully with wildlife in our yards.”
— The Plain Dealer

Letters to A Young Farmer
On Food, Farming, and Our Future
Stone Barns Center for Food and Agriculture
Edited by Martha Hodgkins,
Illustrated by Christopher Wormell
6 x 8.5 in / 15.2 x 21.6 cm
176 pp / 13 b+w / Paperback
978-1-61689-530-3 / $19.95 / £12.99
R i gh ts: WORLD
51995
9 781616 895303

“An anthology of essays, it poses just one question to some of the most
influential figures in agriculture: ‘What would you say to young
farmers who are setting out to farm now?’ The responses from leading
farmers, chefs, activists, and writers, including Dan Barber, Alice Waters,
Michael Pollan, Mas Masumoto, Barbara Kingsolver, and Temple
Grandin, run the gamut from practical advice for beginning farmers
and strategies for reforming our food system to personal stories and
the authors’ hopes for the future of farming.”
— MarthaStewart.com
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Welcome to Marwencol
Mark Hogancamp and Chris Shellen
7.5 x 9.5 in / 18 x 24 cm
256 pp / 550 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-415-3 / $29.95 / £18.99
R i gh ts: WORLD
52995
9 781616 894153

The story of Mark Hogancamp, the subject of
the upcoming film Women of Marwen releasing
November 2018
“This book, which interweaves striking reproductions of
Hogancamp’s art with his tragic story and the richly imagined
narrative of his fictional town, is fascinating on many levels.
While his history is compelling his work is also art in its own
right: painstakingly created and carefully composed pictures
that, at a glance, might be mistaken for actual WWII scenes.
Truly remarkable.”
—Booklist, starred review
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COFFEE LIDS
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Coffee Lids
Peel, Pinch, Pucker, Puncture

If you’re one of the billions of people
worldwide who begin the day with a
cup of take-out coffee, you may have
marveled at the ubiquitous plastic coffee
cup lid. With its clever combination of
indentations, protrusions, tabs, and score
lines that can be peeled, pinched, and
punctured to create an opening for
sipping, this design artifact allows coffee
drinkers to take their beverage on the
road while guarding them from the
hazards of cascading, piping-hot liquid.

Louise Harpman and Scott Specht
Foreword by Alex Kalman

5.5 x 6 in / 14 x 15.2 cm
256 pp / 185 b+w / 15 color / Paperback
978-1-61689-656-0 / $19.95 / £14.99

Coffee Lids
March 2018
1

PEEL

2

PINCH

3

PUCKER

4

PUNCTURE

LO U I S E H A R P M A N A N D S C OT T S P EC H T

Louise Harpman
R iand
ghScott
ts: Specht
Worhave
ld
collected these humble triumphs of
industrial design, in their many variations,
for decades, creating the world’s largest
collection of coffee cup lids. In addition
to life-size specimen
9 7 8 1 6photographs,
16 896560
Coffee Lids includes essays charting the
history, development, and categorization
of the coffee lid; a field guide to lid
features; and numerous original patent
drawings. This quirky design exploration
will delight anyone who takes note of
the small bits of genius that surround us
every day. You’ll never look at your drinkthrough, disposable hot-beverage lid
the same way again.

51995

“From slits and slots to slosh drainage systems and condiment
capsules, this magical little book is a tour de force of
observational awareness, sitting squarely at the nexus of
meaning, making, and material culture”
—Design Observer

“This is the most incisive lido-pedia I’ve seen, with facts galore
to talk about with your favorite barista.”
9/25/17 12:32 PM

—Print Magazine
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People Knitting
A Century of Photographs
Barbara Levine
5 x 7.5 in / 13 x 19 cm
144 pp / 90 b+w / 10 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-392-7 / $16.95 / £9.99
R i gh ts: Wor l d
51695
9 781616 893927

“Wonderful… A fascinating look at people knitting from the 1860s
through to the 1960s. There are photographs of people knitting
while sitting, walking, driving, in a hair salon, and as a hobby,
an occupation or a duty. All of them are compelling. Regardless
if you’re a knitter or not, Barbara Levine’s photographs are a
charming ode to this long and timeless tradition.”
—Atlas Obscura

People Fishing
A Century of Photographs
Barbara Levine and Paige Ramey
5 x 7.5 in / 13 x 19 cm
144 pp / 115 color & b+w / Hardcover
978-1-61689-654-6 / $16.95 / £12.99
R i gh ts: Wor l d
51695
9 781616 896546

Photo archivist and collector Barbara Levine, along
with Paige Ramey, netted these curious, humorous,
and sometimes outrageous photos of Edwardian
dowagers, tiny babies, sunburned sportsmen, and
bathing beauties preparing tackle boxes, casting their
lures, and displaying the catch of the day.
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is a TED Senior Fellow
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of a National Geographic
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The Big Cloud
Camille Seaman
introduction by alan burdick

Princeton
Architectural
Press

www.papress.com

54000

UK £30.00

camille seaman

US $40.00

ISBN 978-1-61689-663-8

9 781616 896638

The Big Cloud

Through Darkness to Light

Camille Seaman
Introduction by Alan Burdick
10 x 8 in / 25.4 x 20.3 cm
176 pp / 125 color photographs
Hardcover
978-1-61689-663-8 / $40.00 / £30.00

Photographs Along the Underground Railroad
Jeanine Michna-Bales
10.5 x 7.75 in / 27 x 20 cm
192 pp / 100 color / 13 b+w
Hardcover
978-1-61689-565-5 / $40.00 / £27.99

Rig hts : Wo rld

R i gh ts: Wor l d
54000

9 781616 896638

54000
9 781616 895655

Veterans
Spring 2017

San Francisco Noir

Veterans

Fred Lyon
8.5 x 11 in / 21.6 x 28 cm
224 pp / 200 duotones
Hardcover
978-1-61689-651-5 / $40.00 / £30.00

Faces of World War II
Sasha Maslov
10 x 8 in / 25.4 x 20.3 cm
144 pp / 53 color
Hardcover
978-1-61689-578-5 / $29.95 / £19.99

Rig hts : Wo rld
54000

R i gh ts: Wor l d
52995

9 781616 896515
9 781616 895785
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50 Things to Do with a Penknife

The Art and Craft of Geometric Origami

Matt Collins
5.3 x 7.3 in
144 pp / 200 color & b+w / Hardcover
978-1-61689-638-6 / $16.95

Mark Bolitho, photographs by Brent Darby
8.15 x 9.15 in
128 pp / 50 color & 275 b+w
32 sheets of origami paper / Paperback
978-1-61689-634-8 / $19.95

Rig hts : north a me rica
51695

R i gh ts: north a me r ica
51995

9 781616 896386
9 781616 896348

The Wood Carver’s
Dozen
spring 2018

The Wood Carver’s Dozen

Kitchen Lithography

A Collection of 12 Beautiful Projects for Beginners
Celina Muire
8.25 x 10.5 in
144 pp / Paperback with flaps
978-1-61689-660-7 / $24.95

Hand Printing at Home
Laura Sofie Hantke and Lucas Grassmann
6.7 x 8.8 in
120 pp / 130 color / Flexi-hardcover
978-1-61689-623-2 / $21.95

Rig hts : north a me rica

R i gh ts: north a me r ica

52495

52195

9 781616 896607
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D.I.Y.

9 781616 896232

Fredericks & Mae

Fredericks & Mae

Crocodile and Friends

Paper Games
Fredericks & Mae
5 x 5 x 2 in / 12.7 x 12.7 x 5.7 cm
5 tear-off pads: 150 sheets per pad
750 sheets total
978-1-61689-531-0 / $18.95 / £13.99

Playing Cards
Fredericks & Mae
2.875 x 3.75 x 1 in / 7.3 x 9.5 x 2.5 cm
Box with lift-off lid, foil stamping
54 full color playing cards
32-pp booklet, shrink-wrapped
978-1-61689-359-0 / $12.95 / £9.99

Animal Memory Game
Natacha Andriamirado
and Delphine Renon
6.375 x 6.375 x 1.25 in / 16 x 16 x 3.2 cm
52 cards total (26 pairs) / Ages 3 and up
978-1-61689-704-8 / $14.95 / £12.99

R i g hts : Wo rld
51895

Rights: world English, excluding France ,
belgium, switzerland, and quebec

Ri ghts: World

51495

51295

9 781616 895310
9 781616 897048

9 781616 893590

Stamp Garden

Stampville
25 stamps + 2 ink pads
Aurélien Débat
10.5 x 1.75 x 3.5 in / 25.5 x 1.9 x 9 cm
25 wood-backed rubber stamps
2 colors of ink (yellow & blue) / double pad
978-1-61689-601-0 / $24.95 / £19.99

25 stamps + 2 ink pads
Coralie Bickford-Smith
10.5 x 1.75 x 3.5 in / 25.5 x 1.9 x 9 cm
25 wood-backed rubber stamps
2 colors of ink (green & pink) / double pad
978-1-61689-680-5 / $24.95 / £19.99

R i ghts : Wo rld

R i gh ts: Wor l d
52495

52495
9 781616 896010

9 781616 896805
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Handcrafted Maine
Art, Life, Harvest & Home
Katy Kelleher, photographs by Greta Rybus
8.5 x 11 in / 20.5 x 28 cm
224 pp / 225 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-567-9 / $39.95 / £30.00
R i gh ts: Wor l d
53995

Handcrafted Maine
fall 2017

9 781616 895679

“Lively profiles of more than twenty artists, artisans, and
craftspeople—weavers and potters, a painter, an architect,
a boatbuilder, a leatherworker, bakers, lobster-men, and more
celebrate the triumphs and challenges of entrepreneurship
and independence. The young team behind this sumptuous,
classy gift book traveled far and wide across Maine to report
these stories, and each feels lovingly told.”
—Portland Press Herald

Joan Miró: I Work Like a Gardener
Joan Miró, compiled by Yvon Taillandier
Foreword by Robert Lubar
5 x 7 in / 12.7 x 17.8 cm
80 pp / 10 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-628-7 / $19.95 / £14.99
R i gh ts: Wor l d e n gl i sh
51995
9 781616 896287

“This book of Joan Miró’s thoughts on his artistic process was
originally published in 1964, but only as a limited edition of
75 copies. This new edition marks the first time this thoughtful
collection of the Surrealist artist’s philosophy has been translated
into English.With its clothbound cover, embossed cover lettering,
and satin bookmark, this edition is a tactile delight.”
—Design Observer
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Dear Data
A Friendship in 52 Weeks of Postcards
Giorgia Lupi and Stefanie Posavec
Foreword by Maria Popova
8 x 10 in
224 pp / 300 color / Paperback
978-1-61689-532-7 / $35.00
R i gh ts: n ort h a m e r i c a
53500
9 781616 895327

“Dear Data paints a human portrait with data.With
each graph and information map, we get a deeper sense
of the authors’ personalities.What emerges from this
information overload is a fascinating catalogue of the
complexity of daily living.”
—Washington Post

The Golden Secrets of Lettering
Letter Design from First Sketch to Final Artwork
Martina Flor
8.27 x 9.45 in
168 pp / over 300 color and b+w / Hardcover
978-1-61689-0573-0 / $35.00
R i gh ts: n ort h a m e r i c a
53500
9 781616 895730

“A clever visual table of contents begins the book, and every page
thereafter is dynamically filled with diagrams, photos, and many
examples of lettering. There are analyses of lettering samples in
the real world, on signs and products, in books, and elsewhere.”
—Library Journal, starred review
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The Ghost Army of World War II
How One Top-Secret Unit Deceived the
Enemy with Inflatable Tanks, Sound Effects,
and Other Audacious Fakery
Rick Beyer and Elizabeth Sayles
8 x 10 in / 20 x 25.5 cm
256 pp / 100 color / 200 b+w / Hardcover
978-1-61689-318-7 / $40.00 / £25.00
R i gh ts: Wor l d
54000

9 781616 893187

“Introduces readers to the very secret American Army unit
whose mission was to fool the Germans—with battalions
of rubber dummies and inflatable artillery—into thinking
that there were huge concentrations of troops and materiel
where there weren’t... A chronicle of what became known
as the Ghost Army, whose mission bordered on the surreal.”
—New York Times

The Kaufmann Mercantile Guide
How to Split Wood, Shuck an Oyster,
and Master Other Simple Pleasures
Edited by Alexandra Redgrave
and Jessica Hundley
7 x 8.5 in / 18 x 21.5 cm
224 pp / 200 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-399-6 / $24.95 / £14.99
R i gh ts: Wor l d
52495
9 781616 893996

“Forty-eight how-tos that reflect the business’s larger
philosophy about life. Included are instructions for
starting a campfire, repairing a bicycle-tire flat, building
a lean-to shelter, sewing a button, and sabering a bottle
of Champagne, along with suggested tools for the jobs.”
—New York Times
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Psychobook
Games, Tests, Questionnaires, Histories
Julian Rothenstein, editor
Introduction by Lionel Shriver

nating commentary by the art critic,

8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 30 cm
192 pp / 128 color / 35 b+w / Flexi-hardcover
978-1-61689-492-4 / $40.00 / £25.00

s.com.

R i gh ts: Wor l d En gl i sh , e xc lu di n g t h e U K
54000
9 781616 894924

“The early 20th century saw a boom in experimental
and beautiful, but ultimately fraught, diagnostic tests.
Psychobook compiles them in a gorgeous collection.”
—Wired
ISBN 978-1-61689-492-4 US $40
54000

9 781616 894924

Princeton Architectural Press
www.papress.com

Botanical Sketchbooks
Helen and William Bynum
8.125 x 10.5 in / 20.6 x 26.6 cm
296 pp / 250 color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-588-4 / $40.00
R i gh ts: n ort h a m e r i c a
54000
9 781616 895884

“Are you a plant lover, or is there one in your life? How
about an art lover? Or a plant-art lover? If so, you owe it
to yourself a look at Botanical Sketchbooks.This
stunning collection—and that’s not hyperbole—features
80 artists from around the world—including Leonardo da
Vinci, Carl Linnaeus, and Maria Sibylla Merian—
along with the motivations and adventures of the makers,
and the plants that fired their imaginations.”
—Omnivoracious
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One-Track Mind
Drawing the New York Subway
Drawings by Philip Ashforth Coppola
Edited by Ezra Bookstein and Jeremy Workman
Foreword by Jonathan Lethem
8 x 6 in / 20.3 x 15.2 cm
160 pp / 130 b+w / Hardcover
978-1-61689-674-4 / $24.95 / £18.99
R i gh ts: Wor l d
52495
9 781616 896744

For forty years, Philip Ashforth Coppola has meticulously
documented the New York City subway in a series of
extraordinary pen and ink drawings, detailing the typography,
terracotta mosaics, faiences, and tile patterns that often go
unnoticed by millions of riders every day.
“Philip Coppola’s incredible sketches are a love letter to New York
and its rich artistic history.”
—Edward Burns

A 2Z+
Alphabets & Signs
Edited by Julian Rothenstein,
with texts by Mel Gooding
8.25 x 11.75 in / 21 x 29.8 cm
320 pp / 260 color & 60 b+w / Paperback
978-1-61689-707-9 / $40.00
R i gh ts: wor l d e n gl i sh , e xc lu di n g U K
54000
9 781616 897079

This spectacular updated version includes 130 pages of newly
discovered material culled from classic modernist books,
design handbooks, sign writers manuals, and more. An
indispensable collection for designers, history buffs, poets,
and casual readers.
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The Architect Says

The Designer Says

The Filmmaker Says

Quotes, Quips, and Words of Wisdom
Laura S. Dushkes, editor
5 x 7 in / 13 x 18 cm
160 pp / 2-color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-093-3 / $14.95 / £8.99

Quotes, Quips, and Words of Wisdom
Sara Bader, editor
5 x 7 in / 13 x 18 cm
160 pp / 2-color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-134-3 / $14.95 / £8.99

Quotes, Quips, and Words of Wisdom
Jamie Thompson Stern, editor
5 x 7 in / 13 x 18 cm
160 pp / 2-color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-220-3 / $14.95 / £8.99

R i g hts : Wo rld

Rights: World

R i gh ts: Wor l d

9 781616 890933

51495

51495

51495

9 781616 892203

9 781616 891343

The Chef Says

The Musician Says

The Inventor Says

Quotes, Quips, and Words of Wisdom
Nach Waxman and
Matt Sartwell, editors
5 x 7 in / 13 x 18 cm
160 pp / 2-color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-249-4 / $14.95 / £8.99

Quotes, Quips, and Words of Wisdom
Benedetta LoBalbo, editor
5 x 7 in / 13 x 18 cm
160 pp / 2-color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-389-7 / $14.95 / £8.99

Quotes, Quips, and Words of Wisdom
Kevin Lippert
5 x 7 in / 13 x 18 cm
160 pp / 2-color / Hardcover
978-1-61689-622-5 / $14.95 / £9.99

Rights: World

R i gh ts: Wor l d
51495

R i g hts : Wo rld
51495
9 781616 892494

9 781616 893897

51495
9 781616 896225
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Never Use Futura
Douglas Thomas
5.5 x 8 in / 14 x 20.3 cm
208 pp / 105 2-color & 67 b+w
Paperback / 978-1-61689-572-3
$24.95 / £17.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld
52495

Now You See It and
Other Essays on Design

Bruno Munari:
Square Circle Triangle

Michael Bierut
6 x 9 in / 15.2 x 23 cm
272 pp
Hardcover / 978-1-61689-624-9
$35.00 / £25.00

Bruno Munari
6.125 x 6.125 in / 15.6 x 15.6 cm
280 pp / 650 b+w
Paperback / 978-1-61689-412-2
$29.95 / £18.99

Ri ghts: World

R i gh ts: n ort h a m e r i c a , U K
52995

53500
9 781616 895723

9 781616 894122

9 781616 896249

BACK
in
PRINT

Thinking with Type, Second
Edition, Revised and Expanded
A Critical Guide for Designers, Writers,
Editors, and Students
Ellen Lupton
7 x 8.5 in / 18 x 22 cm
224 pp / 100 color
Paperback / 978-1-56898-969-3
$27.50 / £18.99
R i g h ts: Wo rld

Graphic Design:
The New Basics, Revised
and Updated
Ellen Lupton and
Jennifer Cole Phillips
8 x 9 in / 20.3 x 22.8 cm
248 pp / 440 color
Paperback / 978-1-61689-332-3
$35.00 / £25.00
Ri ghts: World

52750
9 781568 989693
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Make It Bigger
Paula Scher
9.3 x 6.5 in / 23.6 x 16.5 cm
272 pp / 300 color
Paperback
978-1-56898-548-0
$45.00 / £35.00
R i gh ts: Wor l d
9 781568 985480

54500

Manual of Section

Tom Kundig: Works

Michael Graves

Paul Lewis, Marc Tsurumaki,
and David J. Lewis
7.5 x 11 in / 19 x 28 cm
208 pp / 300 b+w
Paperback / 978-1-61689-255-5
$29.95 / £18.99

Tom Kundig
9.5 x 11.875 in / 24 x 30.2 cm
300 pp / 300 color / 50 b+w
Hardcover / 978-1-61689-345-3
$65.00 / £40.00

Design for Life
Ian Volner
6.5 x 9.5 in / 16.5 x 24 cm
304 pp / 100 color & b+w
Hardcover / 978-1-61689-563-1
$30.00 / £21.99

Ri ghts: World
56500

R i ghts : Wo rld
52995

R i gh ts: Wor l d
53000

9 781616 893453

9 781616 895631

9 781616 892555

Chandigarh Revealed

Wright Sites

California Contemporary

Shaun Fynn
9 x 12 in / 23 x 30.5 cm
240 pp / 192 color / 74 b+w
Hardcover / 978-1-61689-581-5
$60.00 / £45.00

A Guide to Frank Lloyd Wright
Public Places
Joel Hoglund, editor
Frank Lloyd Wright Building
Conservancy
5.5 x 9 in / 14 x 23 cm
160 pp / 150 color
Paperback / 978-1-61689-577-8
$22.95 / £15.99

The Houses of Grant C. Kirkpatrick
and KAA Design
Grant Kirkpatrick
10 x 12 in / 25.4 x 30.5 cm
256 pp / 160 color & 15 b+w
Hardcover / 978-1-61689-658-4
$55.00 / £45.00

R i ghts : Wo rld Eng lis h,
e xclud ing Ind ia
56000
9 781616 895815

R i gh ts: Wor l d
55500

Ri ghts: World
52295

9 781616 896584

9 781616 895778
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